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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
This volume is one of two volumes which comprise the final
report and documentation of research results and associated com-
puter software resulting from NASA Contract NAS2-8324, entitled,
"Development of Air Transportation Evaluation Processes". The
accompanying Volume I , State of the Art Review of Transporta-
tion Evaluation Techniques Relevant to Air Transportation, is a
state of the art report and annotated bibliography of micro-^economics,
engineering economics and multi-dimensional system analytic pro- ./,
cesses of current relevance to complex ground transportation problems,
and which have potential similar relevance to air transportation
• 1
problems. This Volume II is a compendium of case study and example
problem tests of evaluation routines developed and synthesized for
application to specific air transportation problems which have been
chosen for further study of their decision patterns during the con-
tract period. This introductory chapter will overview the research
objectives of the study effort, the study design employed, and the
,-*':•. potential benefits from the completed research, and orient the reader^ ,',"'1; '
-.. •-''.- to 'the detailed case study and example problem compendium which forms/"-„/";'•;
the substance of Volume II.
- l -
'', • • • - . - . • • t
* • I ••.'-, I
• •-' " • •'•*.•:-.:
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Objectives of the Research .
Modern air transportation takes many forms, and has a profound
effect on the activities, land use and economic and social well being -
of our society. Any component form of air travel, and its interface
with other transportation and public works systems forms a highly com-
plex problem which requires systematic study and evaluation in order to
assure the highest payoff to society per resources invested.
The above issues were addressed in the research activities docu-
mented herein and in Volume I. General evaluation formats for air
transportation issues were developed which are typical of the current
state of the art endeavors in multimodal transportation systems evalua-
tion. The specific objectives of the research were:
1) Assess current multimodal transportation planning evaluation
capabilities for their use in air transport problems.
2) Develop patterns of evaluation routines which are accurate
and efficient for certain types of air transport problems.
3) Through (1) and (2) above, develop capabilities which assure
all parties affected by' air transportation decisions a role^
in the evaluation. *-:f^ 't
4) Develop, through incorporation of such evaluation formats, «V'.
techniques for orderly program justification of agency research
and capital investment strategies related to air transportation
decisions.
-3.-=
Critical Aspects of Transportation Planning Evaluation Relevant to- Air
Transportation
Several aspects of multimodal transportation planning evaluation
are relevant to air transport problems. They are:
1) Air transport alternatives, particularly supporting facilities,
have varying degrees of flexibility. Further, the positive
and negative impacts of employing such alternatives, are not
known with certainty. Thus, we see a system of decision under
uncertainty. v:
.' 2) Decisions are often made which are hierarchial, and time sen- '...
* 4
sitive. That is, they must fit within some larger policy
scheme, and be implemented, part by part, over time to provide
maximum benefits. Thus, the decision system is dynamic.
3) Evaluation responses to items relevant to the decision process
will be broader than quantifying on the basis of purely mone-
tary criteria. Thus, some calculus which allows subjective
multi-dimensional weighting of all impacts is necessary.
U) To this end, specific participant groups concerned with air
transportation are likely to have their own preferences and
objectives, possibly different from those of other groups.
5) Potential exists for conflict in stating such preferences, and
pressuring for alternatives to accommodate them in the decision
process5can occur across all interested groups. Thus, the
decision system can be one embodying conflict.
>'V-> . '-• <*• v- --
In the ensuing research," evaluation modelling patterns .which run
••». ~> ".'*"'the gamut from very narrow and precise monetary evaluation techniques
to very subjective and comprehensive citizen participation processes
were investigated with respect to their capability of satisfying such
critical aspects as noted above.
Benefits of the Research
The primary benefits of detailed evaluation modelling research
in air transportation problems include:
1) A deeper and more orderly understanding of processes which
occur in making decisions relating to air transportation
planning and investment alternatives.
2) A more comprehensive set of inputs to the above, developed
through analytic mechanisms which allow all actors in the
decision process to participate.
3) Rationale for justification and defense of research, devel-
opment, demonstration and capital investment programs. .;i
4) A more integrated view of the relationship of research find-' '"'•;
ings to planning and capital investment in air transportation .,
activities.
Research Work Plan
The accompanying Figure 1 shows the flow of work during the study
period. It consisted of seven major phases, some with component tasks.
Figure 1
Work Plan
Review § Assemble
Evaluation Material
1.1
Site Visits to
Selected
Evaluation Programs
1.2
Issue State of Art
Discussion of Evaluation
2.1
Compare Techniques
for Employment on
Specific Problem Types
4.1
Define Typical
Air Transport
Problems Requiring
Evaluation
3.1
— ,
Define Input
Actors to Air
Transport Evaluation
Decisions
3.2
Develop Evaluation
Routine for
One Case
Study in
Depth
5.1
A
Simulate Decision
Processes and
Software for Rest
of Problem Formats
6.1
Write
Final
Report
7.1
.-t,.
^
1
-.J
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Phase 1 . . • , ' • . , , » >
Phase 1 consisted of two tasks. The first task, 1.1, reviewed •
and assembled appropriate literature and case studies on all ranges of
• • *"'
H
-»* • ••
multimodal transportation evaluation. Task 1.2 made selected phone Zty'.i-i
,-t1^ :-
'^'6-;":';.
contacts and visits to sites where innovative and comprehensive multir 4
• :
disciplinary evaluation programs have been undertaken, such as the Boston
~ >
Transportation Planning Review, the Prince Georges County 1-95 study in
. •'
•!, -.
Baltimore, and the emerging BART study. Due to the specialization and
interests of the Principal Investigator, almost all of task 1.1 was
underway at the time of initiation of the study. Previous project visits
and intensive classroom use of the reports on the Boston Transportation
Planning Review and the Prince Georges 1-95 study allowed the Site
Visits to be reduced to an in-depth review of the BART Program with
their Executive Director and their Impact Study Staff. Complete dis-
cussion of the status of the BART Impact Program and other innovative citi-
2
zen participation evaluation study programs can be found in Volume I.
Phase 2
~ ~"~
Phase 2 had one task, that of aggregating and analyzing the material
from Phase 1 and issuing a state of art discussion of evaluation techni-
ques. This discussion is completely documented as Volume I of this re-
search activity, and contains a broad spectrum of techniques which are
'3
 : ,;
relevant. The reader is encouraged to review Volume I for a com-' •/ :.-
" • „ ' , " .°-..'.
V
,4 '"-.
plete overview of available evaluation approaches. ••"•./.-
<i?v
* ' *
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Phase 3
Phase 3 consisted of two tasks. Task 3.1 concentrated on the
definition of typical air transport problems and issues requiring. -^;
orderly evaluation techniques. The following problems\:were considered: >
A.) Intercity Long Haul Passenger Transport
B) Air Freight Systems
C) Technology Development
D) Air Commuter Systems - STOL, VTOL
E) Interface of Air Transportation into Regional and Metropolitan
Multimodal Transportation Planning Decisions - and Airport Location
Decisions.
Task 3.2 catelogued actors, participants and those having vested interests
in the above problems, including:
Governmental Agencies and Jurisdictions
Affected Citizens
Air Travelers
Air Shippers
Carriers :
Airport Facility Operators
Industrial and Technological Components
"Affected Regions, Subregions and Local Communities.
Both tasks 3.1 and 3.2 initially developed lists which were not
exhaustive, and were subsequently refined and modified through discussionv'--:,,:;,!
with the Contract Monitor and continuing review of airline annual reports
and airport engineering literature. In both tasks 3.1 and 3.2, the study
team attempted to accurately understand the decision processes and the
-h;- :-»- '-x--
'Y ''<r>
- 8 -
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critical issues as they unfold in the real world, and the input of the
pertinent actors, as a prelude to developing categorization of
impacts and their problems, case study selection, and ultimate evaluation
approaches in phases 4 through 6.
Phase H- '
Phase 4- consisted of two tasks. The first, Task 4-.1, through ap-
propriate study of the evaluation capabilities from Phase 2, and the
problem structures, from/Phase 3, attempted to make some preliminary
statements about evaluation'structures which could be employed on each
of the problem types to yield an orderly, more algorithmic approach to
specific problem evaluation. This phase was looked upon as a critical
matching of real world problem and analytic effort in order to yield a
stronger problem structure and allow it to be operational in a logical,
solution producing manner. ' •';
Task 4..2 used the information/generated thus far to choose one
typical problem for further in depth case study, while delineating other
typical problems to.be dealt with at a laboratory level of simulation of
typical decisions. The decision on choice of case study was made jointly
through discussion with the client, considering current metropolitan,
regional and national problems at hand, availability of data, cooperation
of participants, and critical issues demanding immediate solution. The
final mutual choice of the study team and the NASA project officer was a
case study of the location and public works planning evaluation and
- 9 -
implementation processes of STOL and VTOL facilities in a regional land
use and transportation plan.
Phase 5
Phase 5 employed several promising evaluation approaches on the
above case study problem, using a metropolitan region in the Midwestern
United States as the scenario enviornment, and employing real world
transportation, land use, demographic and cost data for the region. Ap-
propriate software documentation of the evaluation approaches was de-.-
veloped ,and Chapter V of this volume is a complete coverage of the case
study research activity.
Phase 6
Phase 6 dealt with some specific residual problem types not chosen
for case study. Here, in Task 6.1, a series of "typical situations"
were developed, and evaluation and decision processes simulated, using
the potentially appropriate evaluation techniques matched in Phase ^ .
Computer software routines to operationalize these for actual problem use
were also completed. The example problems and their analyses are the
topics of Chapters II,in and IV. The problems developed and evaluated in
a synthetic manner include:
- Fare and route Request Analyses
Rural Commuter Airline Scheduling for remote locations and sparse
demand.
- 10 -
Selection algorithms for Programing Air Transportation Technology
Research and Development Programs
Phase 7 of the research was the synthesis of the above example problems
and case study into this final report volume. The reader is referred to
Chapters II, III and IV of this document for intensive discussion of the
analysis of the above example problems. Chapter V deals with the compre-
hensive STOL/VTOL case study, and Chapter 6 offers appropriate conclusions
and discussion, of future research needs.
Two critical points must be made in concluding the preliminary
overview of Phases 5,6 and 7:
1) No illusions should exist about "clean modelling" or a perfect
abstraction of any of the problems into an existing algorithm.
Certain patterns of real world decision problems can be cap-
tured to varying extents by various evaluation structures. Data
and criteria gaps will exist. Thus, the matching of approaches
and problems in Phase 4 becomes one of adapting and synthesizing
evaluation tools to adequately capture the problem.
2) To this end, several techniques, each attempted individually, or
often attempted by being merged as hybrids were necessary to
adequately capture the problem structures. Thus, iteration of
Phases 5 and 6 occured throughout the research program, to employ
the cut and. try process of selection of evaluation routines.
/ t
In.situations where two approaches appeared to give adequate
3^[F
answers to a common problem, attempts were made to compare the
routines on basis of cost, efficiency, data or other relevant criteria.
These iterative processes occured as feedbacks shown in the work-
plan of Figure 1, to phases of problem definition, catelogues of
participants, and matching of analytic approaches. . '\
FOOTNOTES
Haefner, L.E. Principal Investigator,
1) A State-of-the-Art Review of Transportation Systems Evaluation
Techniques Relevant to Air Transportation; Project Report,
Volume I for NASA Contract NAS2-832H, Washington University,
St. Louis, MO, August 28, 1975.
2) Ibid. , pp. 100-108.
3) Haefner, LOG. Cit.
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CHAPTER II
EXAMPLE PROBLEMS
AIRLINE FARE, ROUTE AND DEMAND ALLOCATION ANALYSIS
The example problems covered in this chapter deal with the
use of analytic,techniques in domestic airline operations analysis
and strategy formulation. Two related problems are- examined in
this chapter. The first is an analysis of fare level changes using
statistical decision theory in conjunction with a conventional fare
model. The second problem is the study of route requests using u-
tility theory.
Problem 1 - Analysis Strategies for Fare Level Changes
The objective of this technique is to provide management
with a preliminary analysis tool which yields initial conclusions as
to strategies to pursue with respect to rate alterations. Its strengths
are that it is simple, and does not require a highly detailed market
analysis, but rather utilizes relevant past history of CAB responses to";
rate changes, and aggregate predictors of growth in air travel needs.
The problem approach will be demonstrated by initially discussing a
••, •.'>•--
- 13 - '•" ':':
conventional fare model, and then utilizing it in a statistical decision
theory approach to yield preliminary rate strategy results.
The following model was developed to determine fares for a
specified, after tax, discounted cash-flow return on investment.
The model uses 12 years for the depreciation period.
T
Fare=/ A . B 1C I + TOG
lf U N
- L F x N
where:
A= constant dependent on the rate of return and depreciation period
,'-''
lf= load factor, the ratio of passengers to-available seats
T = flight block time in hours
•B
U = aircraft annual utilization (hours per year)
IC= total initial cost of the air craft, $ per unit (1.3 times the
individual aircraft cost to account for equipment and spares.)
N = number of available seats per aircraft
TOC= total operating cost = DOC + IOC = $ per flight
DOC= direct operating cost
IOC= indirect operating cost
A= .1503 and .0948 for 12% and'8% ROI, respectively
The above gives a simple estimate for the appropriate fare on a route.
- 15 -
The following four routes were chosen for testing the model in this
research: St. Louis-Chicago, St. Louis-Dallas, St. Louis-Denver, and .» .X-.*;'.'"'
"••• iv,*.
- * >/* •
St. Louis to Los Angeles. All of these routes have Boeing 727 aircraft.*!^ :-: .-r >.
flown on them daily, and as such allow, for reasonably equitable com-
parison of costs and fares. Cost information was taken from 1972, and
2
rate information was taken from March 1,. 1975.
All rates used are one way, coach. The cost data was projected to current
1975, using an inflation rate of 1.08 per year. The 1975 calculated
fare compared against the 1975 actual fare charged appears in Table 1,
with the percent difference between the two also shown. The model of
calculated fare operated quite close to fares actually charged, with the
exception of the overstatement of the appropriate calculated fare level
against that actually charged for the short distancedlight of St.Louis-
Chicago. This may be due to the fact that the model does not include
input concerning competition, or other market factors which affect travel
demand, and ultimately fares for trips of this relatively short distance.
Table 2 shows typical inputs for computation of fares for several aircraft
types for the St. Louis-Dallas route.
TABLE 1
ACTUAL VERSUS CALCULATED FARES USING CONVENTIONAL FARE MODEL
Route
St. Louis-Chicago
St. Louis-Dallas
St. Louis-Denver
St. Louis-Los Angeles
•
' Actual
Coach Fare
March 1, 1975
$32.00
$58.00
$75.00
$132.00
Boeing 727 Aircraft
1975 Calculated Fare
using 1.08% inflation
factor on costs
$36.28
$56.89
$71.23
$124.93
Percent
Difference
from Actual
Fare
13%
-2% J
-5%^. *
-5% ;
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TABLE 3
DEMAND LEVELS AND ASSOCIATED PROBABILITIES
Dallas to St. Louis Route
Current Fare = $58.00 Current Annual Demand = 345,000 passengers
YearlyForecast Demand State S.
x 1 = 1, , 4
P (S.) Demand Range (Annual Passengers)
1
2
3
4
.1
.4
.3
.2
~ 340,000
340,001 to 360,000
360,001 to 375,000
• 375,000
- 18 -
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The necessity for a simple preliminary analytic tool for isolating
fare strategies can be linked with the above conventional fare model';to
yield some feel for demand, competitive and regulatory issues. Assume
that a current fare has been developed by the conventional model il-
lustrated above, and further, that some general airline passenger fore-
casting capabilities exist, yielding price-elasticity insights
into potential demand at various calculated fare levels. An airline
desires to preliminarily map a strategy for rate change, without further
in-depth costly attitudinal or marketing study endeavors. If the pre-
sent aggregate demand and price-elastic forecasting relationships are
such that information shown in Table 3 can be synthesized with respect
to subjective feel for probabilities of the different demand states,
the strategy can be mapped using statistical decision theory, jointly
employing subjective and probabilistic assessments of past CAB reactions
to rate changes.
The problem is formulated in a decision tree format as shown in
Figure 2. The rate requests are viewed as a set of experiments, whose
only outcomes are their being approved or disapproved. If approved,
the new rate goes into effect and impacts travel demand in a manner
consistent with price-elastic relationships discernable with the pre-
sent forecasting tools. If the rate is disapproved, the current base
rate of $58.00 is kept, and the price demand levels and probabilities
of Table 3 are presumed to apply. Further, past history of CAB res-
ponses to rate changes of various increments can be used to subjectively
OUTCOME DEMAND STATE
•> 'i . Vjbj"
s i-^(>i^
request Change
to R=
P-(R)
rate approved (.6)
(.2)
(.5)
(.2)
(.1)
rate disapproved
rate approved (.5)
rate disapproved (.5)
rate approved (.2)
rate disapproved (.8)
Figure 2
DECISION TREE FORMAT
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forecast a probability of approval of each particular rate level under
consideration. This information is synthesized in Table 4, which il-
lustrates the potential rate requests, the possible future states of.:"-
demand S., corresponding to those in Table 3, the P(S.JR), (the •,": ;
probability of such a demand state given the associated rate level,
determined from the aggregate demand and price-elasticity forecasting
tools) and P(R), which is the probability of CAB approval of such a
rate level, given the past history and subjective analysis of CAB
response. Likewise, these elements are portrayed graphically in
Figure 2.
Thus, computation proceeds down the decision tree according to
the following formula:
I i=l x ' jj
and E* = Max Er
P(R')
D
R R
where:
E = Expected Revenue Associated with Rate Request to Rate R
- ,s,, - - 23 -
.».
E" = Maximum Expected Reserve, Associated with Optimal Strategy
of Rate Request.
-• -4
S., P(S. I R) and P(R) as defined previously with respect to Table 4.
P(S.jK') = The probability demand state i occuring given the rate
request was dissapproved, i.e., the present demand res-
ponse at base rate of $58.00 as shown in Table 3 is pre-
sumed to continue.
P(R') = 1 - P(R) = The probability of disapproval of rate request R.
To appropriately estimate the expected revenues, some demand figure
within each demand state must be employed in the computations which the
analyst feels appropriate. To articulate this problem, the representa-
tive levels in Table 5 were chosen, with state 1 represented 5,000 below
its bound, and state 4 at 5,000 above its
 vlower bound, and states 2 and
3 at the midpoint of their range. The results of the analysis are shown
in Table 6. Given the probabilities of rate change acceptance, and price
demand relationships of Table IV, it is apparent that the optimal strategy
is to pursue a rate request of $61.48. Only a marginal increase in rev-
enue can be gained by the request of $59.16, and expected revenue is
4
relatively less at the rate request of $63.80, due to the low probability
of CAB approval. Thus, the maximizing hedge on revenues exists at a rate
level of $61.48.
Table 5
REPRESENTATIVE DEMAND LEVELS FOR COMPUTATION
S. Demand Level for Computational Purposes
± • 335,000
2 350,000
3 - 367,500
4 380,000
Table 6
EXPECTED REVENUE COMPUTATIONAL RESULTS
R
$58.00 (present fare)
$59.16
$61.48 = E"
$63.80
R
$20,865,500
$20,894,036
$21,253,230
$21,142,4-50
- 25 -
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Conclusions - Commentary on Approach
Several summary comments are relevant on the technique used in
above example: . "«;;•
1) It is simple and inexpensive to process.
2) As previously stated, its purpose is as a preliminary delineation
of strategy, allowing use of current forecasting information, and
requiring at this level, no further detailed marketing analysis*;,*-^ '
It allows preliminary analysis of dominance or break-even points>
*_'*'.
from pursuit of particular rate strategies. C:
3) Although it works almost totally with subjective and probabil-
istic information,and demand bounds and levels supplied by the
decision maker, it utilizes his experience and historical "feel"
for the above entities in the problem environment in a logical
and orderly manner. Thus he is able to view the decision tree
problem as a comprehensive format, yet simultaneously perceive
the individual magnitudes of sensitivity to rate approval or
demand shifts that the ultimate strategy to be pursued hinges
on. As such, a complete sensitivity analysis over several rate
levels, component demand shifts, and approval-disapproval re'sj-
ponse can be performed in an efficient and informational mann.er.
- 27 -
Problem 2 - Use of Utility Theory in Route Analysis
The second problem reviews the use of utility theory in develop-
ing an airline's perspective as to strategy of which of several pos-
sible routes it should apply for in expanding its services.
To fly an additional route or to serve new points requires a
certificate of public convenience and necessity from the CAB. The
CAB reviews the following questions in route cases:
a) will the new service serve a useful public purpose, respon-
sive to a public need,
b) whether this service can and will be served adequately by
existing routes or carriers,
c) whether it can be served by the applicant without imparing
the operations of existing carriers contrary to the public
interest.
d) whether any cost of the proposed service to the Government
will be outweighed by the benefit which will accrue to the
public from the new service.
e) whether the applicant is "fit, willing, and able to perform
3
such transportation properly".
With all the above.;aspep'ts which the Board must analyze, the
possibility for conflict between airlines is very high. An applicant
may be applying for a new service, or the establishment"of a service
competitive with another airline. Sometimes there are many applicants
for the right to operate over a given route. Because of the limited
traffic on that route, it may be impossible to allow more than one
 A
4*.
carrier authorization. By granting of a certificate to a particular
^applicant» the public may be penalized ,while granting it to another
airline might be advantageous to the public in the form of better ser-
vice. There is also the problem of building a strong industry and
the possible conflicts of large and small airlines. Should the strong
get larger or should the weaker and possibly more inefficient airlines
be encouraged to expand? In addition, the CAB is under obligation to
protect the existing carriers from new operations and the dilution
of revenues. The overall profit level of a carrier at its present •
operating level, as well as any potential loss to a new competitor,
is an important factor in the final decision.
In considering route applications the CAB decides each case by
weighting the variables particular to that specific case. The parti-
cular circumstances in each route case are never identical, and the
issue of competition, per se, is hot a mandatory criteria for deter-
4
mining any particular route allocation.
.
The establishment of routes for trunk lines follows the formal
procedure illustrated in Figure 3. The procedure begins with an air- ,£
I
line making a request to the CAB for a route award between cities A ;:
and B. The CAB route committee then sets a deadline for additional
Deadline |__
Reached _[
Airline
Requests
Change in Route
CAB Route
Committee
Sets Deadline
For Route
Requests
Along Specific
Route
CAB
or
All Routes
Disapproved
Other Airlines
Make Route
Requests
Airline X
Gets Route Change
Appealed
to a
Higher Court
Personal
Board Views
6 Interpretations
Objectives of
CAB
^LAirlines - X
Route Requests
Disapproved
Route Challenged
No Further
Action
Figure 3
Route Request Allocation Proceedings
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route requests between cities A and B. During this period of time,
other airlines also file their requests for the route between cities
A and B. At the appropriate deadline, the CAB reviews the briefs
submitted by the carriers and may also request outside groups who
might be affected to appear before the Board. In the decision reach-
ed, either all of the route requests may be denied, or one carrier
may be awarded the route, thus denying awards to all other carriers
who also filed. The unsuccessful carriers do have recourse through
the courts to attempt having the decision stayed and the hearings
reopened.
The analysis of the addition of a route which is acceptable in
terms of the carrier's objectives is of extreme importance in sound
airline management. The general pattern of the decision structure
can be developed through use of some aspects of utility theory. Ini-
tially, general factors of market competitiveness, market dur-
ability, and productive ability of the carrier are identified as re-
levant to the decision. Components of the above factors are detailed
and ranked from very good to very poor, with a numerical ranking
ranging from 2 for very poor to 10 for very good. Tables 7, 8 and 9
review levels of these components and their ratings.
The airline must review the relative importance of the above fac-
tor components in light of their objectives, and the characteristics
- 31 -
of their present size, market, equipment inventory, financial position
and personnel pool. A relative weighting of each of these component-/
factors of Tables 7, 8 and 9 on a scale of 100, reflecting their im-
portance to the firm is shown in Table 10.
The analysis can be effected as shown in Table 11. We define;
U = Expected utility of a route =
and Uv = W.
where i = 1, - - ,8 component factors listed in Table .10
j = 1, -. - - -,5 levels of quality of these factors, such levels
articulated in Tables 7, 8 and 9.
L. = score associated with level j as follows:
L = Very good = 10
L = Very poor = 2
3
P. . = the probability of factor i being at a particular level j.
£P = 1.00
i
These probabilities form the stochastic elements shown in Table 11.
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Table 10
FACTOR WEIGHTING TABLE RELATED TO FIRMS OBJECTIVES
%
FACTOR
1. Effect on sales on other routes
2. Competitive quality differential
3. Capability of integration of route into
airline's current'route structure
4. Resistance to economic fluctuations
5. Size of market and number of competitors
servicing route
6. Equipment necessary
7. Personnel necessary
8. Facilities necessary
WEIGHT
7
12
17
10
18
15
12
9
TOTAL 100
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The above probabilities are ,as in the previous section, arrived
at through historical knowledge and subjective experience with respect
to aspects of competitiveness, market durability and equipment inven-
tory performance of the airline. Previous cost, marketing and equip- .
ment life studies and models may also be considered valid input at
arriving at the probabilities shown in Table 11. The analysis proceeds
by developing the 2. (P.. L.) shown numerically in column A in Table 11,
. j ! ^ D
and multiplying by W., to yield the specific U. in column B. In the
example shown, U = £<• U. = 678.3, which is the expected utility to the
airline in developing this particular route.Ts service. Similar analysis
can be performed with respect to other routes, against appropriate fac-
tor weightings with respect to objectives, and forecasting of levels of
factor performance; Thus, a comparative analysis of resultant utilities
associated with several route application options open to the airline
can easily be made.
Concluding Commentary
As in the previous problem, the above has relevant advantages and
limitations as an analysis tool:
1) It is simple and inexpensive to process, and easy to understand.
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It can be directly related to the firm's objectives in light
of their own commercial strengths and weaknesses.
2) It allows different weightings on levels and factors to be
tested for the capability of causing change in the ultimate
strategy to be pursued. Thus, strength and accuracy of
several points of view can be tested.
3) The analysis can incorporate any level of sophistication in
formulating weights, scores and probabilities, from unin-
formed hunches to output of complex forecasting and analyti-
cal tools.
FOOTNOTES
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CHAPTER III
?
EXAMPLE PROBLEM - RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT PROJECT EVALUATION IN AIR
TRANSPORTATION
Introduction
The example problem in this chapter deals with a comprehensive
analysis technique for evaluation of research and development project
activity over a horizon period in air transportation. The techniques
employed attempt to capture the dynamics and uncertainty of Research
and Development endeavors, and deal with such in light of the ob-
jectives of an agency such as NASA, and relevant national concerns
throughout the horizon period.
The construction,management and evaluation of sound short and long
range plans for research and development have been historical problems
in federal agencies such as NASA. The development of a theoretically
sound, yet functional means to evaluate and optimize research and develop-
ment (R & D) expenditures in the short run (typically 5 years1).''and in
' * ';. ' '.' ' ", " V-
the lorig run (typically 20 years) is necessary to optimize society's
use /of money in the R £ D process. Further, any technique to deal .
- 4-0 -
with such a problem should be able to function within a typical agency
management system such as a Planning, Programming, Budgeting System
(PPBS). Any set of management and choice techniques should allovp the'•
'-.'' "-*
agency decision-makers to integrate maximum use of subjective knowledge
into the evaluation process. The following paragraphs delineate an . -
approach for dealing with the R £ D evaluation problem which employs
Bayesian Decision Theory and Dynamic Programming within the PPBS struc-
ture. The discussion will initially deal with components of PPBS, then
subsequently articulate the Bayesian Decision component, and ultimately
integrate the problem in a format using Dynamic Programming.
Structural Entities of the Problem
The recent use of PPBS has consisted of two major structural com-
ponents. The first of these is the goal-objectives structure, in which
broad goals are articulated with a set of well-defined objectives under-
lying them which are relevant to an agency's operation. The second
component of the PPBS structure is the hierarchical structure for plan-
ning and organizing agency expenditures. This structure consists of
defined Program Areas, Program Groups, and Program Elements as shown in
a reduced version in Figure 4. Theoretically, the hierarchy ofjAifeas,
';•'•-. '•$$;*,>
Groups, and Elements relate directly to the achievement *qf one or-impr/e
•/ViV's;?---
-- * ,-,'t ?
objectives in the Goal-Objectives structure. '. %ptc'-,
' vV"^ * '
The technique developed herein will deal with^bundles of program ',>•
Typical
NASA PPBS
Goals
Objectives
Program
Areas
Program
Groups
Program
Elements
Furtherance of Air Transport
Conservation of Energy
I
Development of an
energy-efficient,
quiet short-haul
commercial aircraft,
Flight experiment
programs
C-8 Augmentor Wing
Flight experiment
program - Augmentor
Wing set STOL Re-
search Aircraft
Reduction of noise
levels at and near
major airports
Operating systems
experiment programs
STOL Operating Systems
Microwave Landing
System validation
for STOL Aircraft
Applications
Figure
TYPICAL NASA PPBS STRUCTURE
]"'\i
•, /-" »v- •
areas for purposes of analysis. The Bayesian component of the model , . . .-.-
will deal with the short range aspects of the analysis, and the long
range portion will be handled by the dynamic programming component.
The purpose.sof the Bayesian portion of the model is to determine
the expected utility of proceeding with each R£D program area versus
the expected utility of discontinuing the R&D effort in that program
area. The implication of not proceeding further with RSD in a ||
\
particular program area is either to shelve the particular techno-
logy it supports, or to implement the technology at its current le-
vel of development. "^
The analytic basis of this portion of the model lies in Bayesian
Decision Theory, which is reviewed in detail in Volume I . For
purposes of this model, the Bayesian "experiments" are the program
areas of civilian aviation 'Research and Development. The outcomes
are descriptors of how well the research objectives have been met.
The actions noted relate to management options with respect to the
program area (i.e. continue study, shelve, implement). Finally, the
states are composed of combinations of pertinent-descriptors of ex-
ternal events of national significance which impact on the program
area. These Bayesian components arfe"-.'summarized'"in Table 12.
As stated previously, the Bayesian component of the model simply
TABLE 12
BAYESIAN COMPONENTS FOR PROGRAM AREA ANALYSIS
Experiments Program Areas (e.g. Flight Experiment Programs)
Null (i.e. not funding the Program Area)
Outcomes Excellent results, meeting all research objectives
Good results, meeting some research objectives
Poor results, meeting few research objectives
Acts Shelve (i.e. discontinue work on the technology or
program area)
Implement (e.g. Demonstration Project)
Continue Study (not applicable to the Null experiment)
States 1) National Economy - low unemployment
Energy climate - stable with new sources forthcoming
RSD Climate - perceived need for long term solutions
2) National Economy - low unemployment
Energy Climate - increasing supply (new technology)
RSD Climate - perceived need for long term solutions
3) National Economy - recession
Energy Climate - stable, with new sources forthcoming
R£D Climate - perceived need for short-term solutions
M-) National Economy - low growth
Energy Climate - crisis situation( . . '
RSD Climate - perceived need for short-term solutions "I
compares the expected utility of carrying out the program area to the
utility of not doing so. Discussion will follow in the section on
sample calculation with respect to the estimation of utilities and ;
probability inputs for analysis. It should be noted that the null
experiment precludes any outcomes and proceeds directly to an action
choice and resulting state, as shown in Figure 5, a typical decision
tree for one program area.
The process used in the evaluation model contains two steps.
In the first step contained in the Bayesian submodel, each of the
program area "experiments" are evaluated against their respective
null experiments. Next, those experiments whose expected utility
values are greater than their null experiments' expected values are
ranked in order of declining expected value. From among these,
several combinations can be constructed whose total monetary costs
do not exceed the budget available for the time period. Several of
these mutually exclusive bundles can then be evaluated as alternative
research packages.
Using the above output, the second step articulates the dynamic
programming submodel. This submodel takes the mutually exclusive al-
ternative bundles of program areas and analyzes them within a tradi-
tional dynamic programming format. The theoretical and computational
2
aspects of dynamic programming are discussed in Volume I, pp. 27-30.
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The stages for analysis used herein correspond to 5 year planning
periods, and the various states within each stage are, as shown in
figure 12, possible composite descriptors of the national economy,
the research state-of-the-art, the energy climate and other relevant .
items impacting the decision environment. The values assigned for
transitioning from a given state at the present stage to some state
at the next stage are based on the utility of the bundle derived in
the Bayesian submodel. Since it is felt that this utility, is not
known with certainty, a probability distribution is attached to the
transition utility.
Another important aspect of the above mentioned dynamic program-
ming network is the existence of multiple termination states at the
end of four stages or twenty years. In reality, there will be sev-
eral ending states accessible from the states at the previous stage.
For purposes of analysis, however, one most desirable state, that
which most closely relates the agency's long term goal statements, will
be chosen to conform to the dynamic programming solution algorithm.
The resultant output from the dynamic programming submodel is an op-
timal path of RSD activities from each state to the terminal state,
such. as that subsequently to be discussed with respect to Figure 5.
- 48 - ., .,," I
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Sample Problem - Source and Nature of Inputs
The source and nature of model inputs is worthy of discussion
within the context of a sample problem which structures the solu-
tion of NASA Research and Technology Operating Plans (RTOP) in the
short and long run. The program elements of the RTOP serve as the
basic data unit. They contain the technical objectives and funding
information necessary for evaluation. The RTOP program elements
also denote the funding of individual elements for several fiscal
years, including the previous, the present and several future years
in some cases.
A critical set of inputs to the Bayesian submodel are the con-
ditional probabilities of the experimental outcomes, P(Zfc;,S),
which is the probability that outcome Z will be observed from ex-
periment E if state S is the true state of the system. These proba-
bilities are subjectively estimated by the decision-maker based on
monitoring, experience and historical information about the RTOP pro-
gram elements in an RTOP program area. Likewise, a second set of in-
puts to the Bayesian submodel are the a priori, or prior, probabilities
of a state of the system obtaining. These probabilities are also
subjectively estimated by the decision-maker, based on his knowledge
and information on national issues and legislative strategies. The
computer program which performs the Bayesian computations allows the
decision-maker to quickly and easily modify these probabilities for
sensitivity analysis, reflecting actual or potential changes in ,
>• -X ',
national issues which could impact Research and Development endeavors. .
 (S"-
* v ' . -'-? - _ A -
* '' *. ' '- **
 :
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The final set of inputs to the Bayesian submodel are the utility
estimates for each of the paths in the Bayesian decision tree.
These estimates represent the relative desirability of following a
given path of experiment, outcome, action and resulting state in the
decision tree. The method chosen to estimate these utilities is a
slight modification of net benefits cash flow analysis. The decision-
maker estimates the discounted dollar costs of each program area and
then estimates the expected discounted dollar gain from each outcome-
action-state path. The difference between these two is the utility
of a given path. For the null experiment the decision-maker esti-
mates the discounted dollar savings of not carrying out the program
and the discounted opportunity costs for each action-state path
(there are no outcomes since this is not an experiment in the Bayesian
sense). The difference of these two in each case yields the utility
for each path in the null experiment path set of the tree.
The sample problem analysis shown below will consist of considering
three program areas and their null experiment counter-parts. In Table
13 we show the estimated five year costs of the program areas for sam-
ple program areas E to E which also become the cost savings for their
1 o • .
null counter-parts E to E . As stated previously, these estimates
O.L Oo
(Experiment)
RTOP No .
768
769
743
Program Area
1
2
3
Five Year Expenditure
22 million
27 million
8 million
TABLE 13
ESTIMATED FIVE YEAR COSTS
OF EXAMPLE PROGRAM AREAS (EXPERIMENTS)
- 50 -
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when combined with the estimates of dollar gain from executing the .
program area with a given outcome-action-state combination yields
the utility of that path. On the null experiment set, the estimates
of the cost savings are combined with the opportunity cost for an
action-state path to yield a utility for the path, as shown in Figure
6. As a basis for the Bayesian computations, the various components
for the entire set of three experiments, including estimates of the
conditional probabilities P(ZfE,S), and prior probability P. (®) are
tabulated in Appendix A. For purposes of notation, program area 1
will be noted as E ^  and its null counterpart E , with like notation
-
1
- ol
extending to the other two program areas as well.
The appropriate probability and utility input, in conjunction
.with output of the analysis are shown in Tables 14,15 and 16. The results
in Table 14 indicate that experiment E (Operating Systems Ex-
periments Programs) is dominant over experiment Eo (the null counter-
part ). The indicated action under very good or fair results is to
implement the technology and to shelve it under poor results. From
the sensitivity analysis in Table 15 it appears that £92 (the null
experiment) is optimal over E- - Systems Technology Programs Quiet
Propulsive Lift Technology,when the prior probability of state 1 oc-
curing is high (above .5) and the others are uniformly low. Under
these circumstances the dominant optimal action is to implement the
technology. If the prior probability of state 1 is not high the .
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optimal experiment becomes E and the predominant optimal course of
action is to implement the' technology if the results are very good
and to shelve it otherwise. In Table 16, E , the null experiment,
dominates E , Supersonic Cruise Aircraft Research , over all estimates
O
of the priors. The indicated action is to implement the technology.
The final phase of this sample problem inputs the Bayesian
submodel output for five year periods into the long range (20 year)
format of irhe dynamic programming submodel. The arcs between state
0 at stage 0 and states 1,2 and 3 at stage 1 in figure 8 represent
different possible bundles of program areas. For purposes of this
analysis it will be assumed that one can represent several relevant
versions of an entire R£D program on these arcs. For computational
purposes, use will be made of the utilities from the three experiments
and their, null counterparts generated previously. Each arc in the
network represents a bundle of program areas carried out with tech-
nologies implemented or shelved.
It is accepted that the values, or utilities, of the arcs are
not known with certainty. Therefore, each arc's value will actually
be an expected value composed of estimated rewards of the bundle and
their associated probabilities of occurance, as conceptualized in
Figure 7. This is denoted as:
- 57 -
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Rij = xr P , where Rij is the expected reward on the arc from . .,
a a a • ' - %^
' ..?£'
state i to state j, r = a possible reward, and P = the prob- . i.4*'.
1 a a •
 f ^ C*"v i^'
•'?... •**
ability of r .
cl
As stated previously, the notion is introduced that there is-a prob-
ability distribution on a state obtaining (i.e. a particular arc being
taken). Therefore, the final utility on the arc will be the probabil-
ity of the arc being taken times the expected reward of the arc dis-
cussed previously, denoted as:
U.. = P.. R..
where U.. = the expected utility of the arc from state i to
state j
P. . = the probability of this transition from state i to state j •' -, .
occuring : ''vri •
R. . = the expected reward on the arc, from state i to state j.-. . ••'.''.,.': .'t.
The computations will be carried out over five stages, or twenty
years. Beyond State 1 the bundle values in the sample problem will be
strictly hypothetical. However, the implication of going from stage 0
to stage 1 by one path has implications for the utilities of going from
stage 1 to stage 2 over several paths. This concept has meaning in an
R&D program ,where expenditures in the present period may save money at
some future point.
 r :' . •
An additional adjustment which must be made for this application
of dynamic programming deals with multiple ending states. As stated
previously, normally, the solution technique for programming normally
assumes a single ending state to the network. In- this open-ended ap-
plication, however, it is not realistic to assume this. Therefore,
the solution will be found using only the state judged most likely to
best reflect the agency's goal structure. Appropriate sensitivity
analysis should involve separate solutions sets for several possible
ending states.
/"
The assumed twenty year network is shown in Figure 8 with the
computed expected utilities. The arc probabilities, the expected re-
wards, and the final utilities are shown in Table 17. Performing dy-
namic programming analysis on the network in Figure 8. we arrive at a
single optimal path through the network. This path includes states
0, 2, 4, 6 and 9. It yields a maximized expected utility of 133.75.
A partial interpretation of this path could be continued study of
microwave landing systems during the first stage followed by a demon-
stration in the second stage. In addition, it could represent first
stage implementation of noise reduction procedures and continued study
of airfoil shapes for three stages with demonstration occuring in the
fourth stage.
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ARC P
(STATE i,
0,1
0,2
0,3
1,4
1,5
2,4
2,5
3,4
3,5
4,6
4,7
4,8
5,6
5,7
5,8
6,9
7,9
8,9
SAMPLE PROGRAM BUNDLE
EXPECTED
STATE j ) - REWARD
75
60
65
65
55
70
80
75
-85
75
65
60
60
70
55
85
90
95
UTILITIES FOR LONG TERM
PROBABILITY
OF ARC
.3
.4
.3
.5
.5
.6
.4
.55
.45
.45
.35
.2
.25
.5
.25
.4
.30
.30
ANALYSIS
EXPECTED
UTILITY
22.5
24
19.5
32.5
27.5
42 . 0
32.0
41.25
38.25
33.75
22.75
12.0
15.0
35.0
13.75
34.0
27.0
28.5
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As stated previously, sensitivity analysis would reiterate the
process with different terminal states and probability estimates for
rewards and states.
Conclusions - Relevance of the Model
There are several concluding points with respect to this approach
as applied to this example analysis:
1) The technique, although formatted for long range planning,
has the capabilities to adapt readily to different conditions
of R£D funding, energy outlook and other significant economic
and national issues affecting the state space.
2) The technique has the capability of yielding an optimal path
to the end of the network from any given state, further, the
dynamic programming portion of the model, as well as the
Bayesian submodel can be updated continuously by the decision-
maker to reflect current thinking and events which may alter
the validity of some of the stochastic or utility estimates.
The degree of subjectivity, and associated probabilistic inputs
to the model insures that the decision-maker's knowledge of his R£D
system and agency's operations, and historical RSD information will
be appropriately used in the decision process. The formatting of
such''into a modelling framework allows orderly and informational use
of relevant aspects of uncertainty and subjectivity to emerge in the
decision process.
Finally, related to the above, the model is ideally suited to
comprehensive sensitivity analysis on all prior and conditional
probability inputs, and utilities, by utilizing a time-sharing
interactive computer analysis as was performed for this example
problem (see Appendix B for Software).
In summary, the approach offers the agency decision- maker the
capability to efficiently test RSD policy evaluation over a highly
flexible mix of information input, program bundle combinations,
levels of uncertainty, and weighting of viewpoints which may be
important to the policy maker in establishing Research and Develop-
ment Program justification.
Footnotes Chapter III
if 1) Haefner, L.E., LOG. CIT. pp. 30-48.
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CHAPTER IV
EXAMPLE PROBLEM - SCHEDULING OF RURAL COMMUTER SERVICE
INTRODUCTION - PROBLEM STRUCTURE
. - ,'i .r v Vs •-
.•..••tlfSfcVOV-*'
•'.:*-^ f-
The objective of this example problem is to develop and demon-
strate a scheduling analysis model for a rural regional air com-
muter system. Its financial feasibility is. related to optimal em-
ployment of scheduling alternatives in light of the subsidy issue
for commuter systems, and the travel demand characteristics 'of a
sparsely populated rural region.
The regional scenario deals with commuter airports in com-
munities or urbanized areas of ten thousand to fifty thousand
people, oriented to intrastate travel. Urban areas of this size
have quantitative and qualitative life style differences from larger
metropolitan areas, and the airports. and their impacts are signi-
ficant in linking each of the communities as a functional place in
the rural region. The air transportation system often serves as a
catalyst for the community in attracting components of a strong e-
conomic base, i.e. business, industry and tourism, and provides
a basis of connection of centers of government and finance with re-
mote or isolated areas, allowing the entire region to operate in, an
•V - ' -
integrated and functional manner. , . '•
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Problem Inputs
The case study region selected for the example problem is
.the Idaho intrastate air transportation system. The current sys-
tem is presented in Figure 9, with the further breakdown of the
Idaho air transportation demand areas in Figure 10. This system
has been discussed in detail in previous NASA research documents
and the reader is so referred for a detailed description of the
region.
Analysis Approach . • ;
The analysis and evaluation of such an air transportation
system can be undertaken by a Markovian Decision theory approach
which involves the formulation of a state space, state transition
probabilities and reward matrices for the system under study. . The
basic underlying concepts of Markovian Decision Theory are detailed
in Volume I, with a brief mathematical treatment herein in Appen-
dix C. The decision algorithm developed in the following pages
makes use of Howard's Policy Iteration method for the determination
of the steady state probabilities method, yielding an optimal
scheduling alternative for commuter operation for the currerif travel
demand status of the region. The formulation of the state space,
associated transition and steady state probabilities,
.t, -•
•i
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NORTHWEST
SPOKANE
WASH.
PULLMAN1
WASH.
ONTARIO ORE
SOUTHWEST
EXISTING AIRCARRILR
AIRPORTS
NEVADA \SOUTHEAST \UTAH
Figure 9 Current Idaho Transportation
Source.: Figure 8-29, p. 8-75, "Western Region Short Haul Air Transportation
Program, Definition Phase Report, Volume 2, Technical Report," The
Aerospace Corporation, Air Transportation Program Office, July 1970.
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NORTHWEST
SPOKANE
WASH:
PULLMAN
WASH.
PRINCIPAL HIGHWAYS
EXISTINGIJAN.1,1970)
AIRCARRIER ROUTES
• TYPICAL INTRASTATF.
EXISTING AIRCARRIER
AIRPORTS
CANDIDATE INTRASTATE
I -21 TYPICAL DEMAND AREA
ONTARIO ORE
SOUTHWEST
NEVADA \SOUTHEAST \ UIAH
Figure 10 Idaho Intraslate Transportation Areas
Source: Figure 8-31, p. 8-79, "Western REgion Short Haul Air Transportation
Program, Definition Phase Report, Volume 2, Technical Report," The
Aerospace Corporation, Air Transportation Program Office, July 1970.
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alternatives, reward matrices, and iteration results will now be
discussed in detail.
*
,*#•• • '
Formation of State Space
The formulation of the system state space involved a review
of the North-South travel corridor in Idaho and the classification
of air transportation into two categories. In the first cate-
gory, the commuter airports located in Sandpoint , Coeur D'Alene,
Lewiston, Grangeville, McCall and .Boise were selected as candidate
intrastate commuter airports as shown in Figure 10. In the second
category selected for analysis, airports were in a remote region
air service in various cities 20 to 60 miles from the commuter hubs,
and had a sufficient air travel demand. These remote region air
service airport locations include the cities of Caldwell, Emmett,
Weiser, Cambridge, Cascade, Council, Riggins, Kamiah, Pierce,
Orofino, Craigmont, Elk River, Potlatch, Saint Maries, Avery,
Kellogg, Clark Fork, Priest River and Bonners Ferry, and are shown
in Figure 11 • The selection criteria was based on the availability
of travel demand data for further analysis, and the common criteria
that all sites enveloped only one competing mode of transportation,
a state highway within the study region shown in Figure 10. The
travel patterns assumed a 50-50 directional split. Such projected
Idaho intrastate air travel is presented in Table 18. Table 19 pre-
sents the estimated daily enplanements for the remote region service
areas. • . , •'" """'*••-:- • • •
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PRIEST RIVER
LEWISTON
PRINCIPAL HIGHWAYS
.1COEUR D ALENE EXISTING AIRCARRIERAIRPORTS
KELLOGG
SAINT MARIE0
LOCAL REGION HUBS
DAILY SERVICE AIRPORTS
LAG STOP
SHADED AREAS
INDICATE REGIONAL
AIR SERVICE
COVERAGE
" /
KAMIAH
MONT/
GRANGE VILLE
CAMBRIDGE
WEISER
EMMETT
A
CALDWEL REXBURG £\
SUN VALLEY
P
FAIRFIELD IDAHO FALLS
BLACKFOOT
.^ •'POCATELLOGLENNS
FERRY
MONTPELIER
o
z
3>
NEVADA UTAH
Figure 11 Idaho Remote Region Air Service
Source: Figure 8-30,'p. 8-77, "Western Region Short Haul Air Transportation
Program, Definition Phase Report, Volume 2. Technical Report,"
.- . "V The Aerospace Corporation, Air Transportation Program Office, July 1970,
o
o
I
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TABLE 18.
TOTAL DAILY ORIGIN-DESTINATION DEMAND - COMMUTER REGION
"Adapted from Figure 8-33,p.8-85, "Western Region Short
Haul Air Transportation Program, Definition Phase Re-
Port, Volume 2, Technical Report," Aerospace Corpora-
tion.
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TABLE 19
REMOTE REGION AIR TRAVEL DEMAND
STATE SITE
1
7
8
9
2
10
11
12
3
13
15
4
16
17
18
5
19
20
21
22
6
23
24
25
Sandpoint Hub
Bonners Ferry •
Priest River
Clark Fort
Coeur D-Alene Hub
St. Maries
Avery
Kellogg
Lewiston Hub
Potlatch
Elk River
Craigmont
Grangeville Hub
Orofino
Pierce
Kamiah
McCall Hub
Riggins
Council
Cambridge
Cascade
Boise Hub
Caldwell
Emmett
Weiser
ESTIMATED DAILY
ENPLANEMENTS
2
2
4
1
1
8
2
3
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The transition state space can be schematically represented
below for state 1. Herej state 1
represents Sandpoint while 2 through 6 (commuter hubs) refer to
Coeur D-Alene, Lewiston, Grangeville, McCall and Boise respectively.
States 7 through 9 represent Bonners Ferry, Priest River, and
Clarks Fork respectively which constitute the remote region ser-
viced by the airport in Sandpoint. By a similar delineation, the
entire state space is developed numbered and shown schematically
in Figure 12. In effect, the Idaho air transportation system can be
modeled as a multiple Markov chain. A traveler in the system may
move from a remote region location only to the corresponding com-
muter hub, thus incurring a transition in locational state. The
sequence of successive state transitions is viewed from the per-
spective of a passenger within the system selecting a destination
j, give his origin at some state i. The transition probabilities
are therefore P(T..) = P.. where P(T..) is the probability of a
trip with a destination being state j given the passenger is now
Figure 12
STATE
STATE SPACE TRANSITIONS
STATE
a. Commuter service area
b. Remote service region
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originating in state i. The values of the probabilities P.. re-
flects the volume of trips from locational state i to locational
state j relative to the total number of trips from state i to all
states j within the system. Mathematically, P(T..) = T..
m
where ]=1 ij
P(T..) = probability of a trip state i to state j
T.. = total number of trips, state i to state j
m = number of destination states from i.
These transition probabilities are presented in Table 20.
Scheduling and Operation Alternatives
The formulation of the alternatives reflect options in altera-
tion of service patterns and operations given the demand levels
of the system. Alternative 1 includes 8 round trips per day be-
tween Boise and Coeur D'Alene. Four of these trips per day will
continue to Sandpoint. In the remote service region, service
would be on a demand responsive basis. Alternative 2 constitutes
the same commuter hub service but the following pattern in the re-
mote service region.
1. Sandpoint Hub
7. Bonners Ferry AM, PM
8. Priest River AM, PM
9. Clark Fork demand responsive
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2. Coeur D'Alene Hub
10. St. Maries
11 . Avery
12. Kellogg
AM, PM
demand responsive
AM,Noon,PM
3. Lewiston Hub
13. Potlatch
14. Elk River
15. Craigmont
demand responsive
demand responsive
demand responsive
. Grangeville
16. Orofino
17. Pierce
18. Kamiah
AM,Noon,
AM
AM
5. McCall
19. Riggins
20. Council
21. Cambridge
22. Cascade
demand responsive
demand responsive
demand responsive
demand responsive
6. Boise Hub
23. Caldwell
24. Emmett
25. Weiser
4 flights daily
AM, PM
AM, Noon,PM
Alternative 3 has 8 flights per day from Boise to Sandpoint with :.'
a demand responsive service to the remote region. Alternative 4. , --:, .
has 8 round trip flights also, but with the scheduled remote re-,.*i.^ V'MS;'"
gion service presented above for alternative 2. Demand responsive"'???-v
service indicates service as needed for passengers at the requested
location within a period of time which fits into the air commuter's
overlying basic schedule for hub operation.
Development of Reward Matrices
The reward matrices for the system state transitions reflects .
the air fares, direct and indirect operating costs, and potential
of available subsidies from any source. The air fares were cal-
culated as a function of stage length from Figure 13, and are pre-
sented in Table 21. Direct operating costs relfect crew pay, pur-
chase cost of aircraft, insurance, fuel, and maintenance costs.
The procedure for this DOC calculation is outlined in Appendix D.
Indirect -operating costs were calculated as a function of stage
length from Figure 14-. The total of these costs for the above
various transportation scheduling alternatives is used in Tables
22 through Table 25.- These calculations assume an interest rate
of 12% and project life of 20 years in calculating annual cash
flows4 and a value of time of $10.00 per hour in determining time
penalties for different service patterns. The r.. value is
- 80 -
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Lt.
14
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IDAHO ANALYSIS
AIR FARE
0 80 ' 120 160 200
- DISTANCE, mi
240 280 320
Figure 13 Air Taxi Fares (Including Taxes)
Source: Figure 8-32, p. 8-84, "Western Region Short Haul Air Transportation
Program, Definition Phase Report, Volume 23 Technical Report," The
Aerospace Corporation, Air Transportation Program Office, July 1970.
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the monetary reward per enplanement accruing to the sys'tem opera-
tion for the passenger trip from state i to state j while the.com-
muter system is employing scheduling alternative k.
Analysis
Markovian Decision analysis is an iterative solution process
based on an efficient algorithmic investigation of long run gains
to the system under study. The solution is arrived at via the
policy iteration method outlined in Appendix C, which yields an
optimal alternative for each state of the system. The compendium
of these state-specific optimal alternatives is termed the policy
vector. In this specific example, however, each state is a loca-
tion of origin or destination, and a transition from i to j denotes
a completed person-trip from location i to location j. As such,
solution requires the specification of an alternative which maxi-
mizes the gain to the system over the long run demand character-
istics of the entire set of locations. This gain g, is defined as:
gk* = max I H- Q
k * . _1_ _Li=l
where TT. is the vector of steady state probabilities, an example
of which is shown in Table 26, and computed as demonstrated in Ap-
pendix C. These are the long run average fraction of total system
Table. 26
STEADY STATE PROBABILITIES
STATE
1
2
3
*
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
TI
.0688
.1594
.1196
.2104
.1228
.2259
.0047
.0047
.0012
.0053
.0014
.0104
.0025
.0013
.0025
.0116
.0027
.0027
.0015
.0028
.0015
.0028
.0171
.0043
.0121
.
|
•
:
!j
'
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person-trip origins which emanate from location i at any time t.
kQ. is the expected immediate reward as denoted in Appendix C.
This long run gain g, can be operationally defined as the reward
to the system operation in dollars per enplanement.
Conclusions
The values of g for the various alternatives are presented in
Alternative k
1
k
g
-5.0820
) ' i
2
!j
3
4
-5.5347
-4.8353
-5.2599
Table 27 Long Run System Gain, g
($ per enplanement)
Table 27. In terms of the system description and problem inputs herein,
the system obtains a loss over all scheduling alternatives reviewed.
In light of this, rather than review and develop other alternatives,
the research team decided to investigate the subsidy issue by apply-
ing a sensitivity analysis to the above losses over a range of sub-
sidies, in terms of lump sum percentage of total capital and operating
cost required to be subsidized to yield a break-even point in
TABLE 28
LONG RUN SYSTEM GAIN, g. WITH SUBSIDY
SUBSIDY LEVEL
0%
10%
20%
26.3%
28.0%
28.6%
29.0%
!
ALTERNATIVE
1
-5.0820
-3.3296
-1.5811
_
.
0.0000
;
2
-5.5347
-3.6262
-1.7220 .
_
3
-4.8353
-2.9756
-1.16.25
0.0000
-
-
0.0000
_
_
_
4
i
-5.2599
-3.3814
-1.5021
-
0.0000
-
-
1
( $ per enplanement)
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operations. This subsidy may come from any source such as an ad-
ditional statewide sales tax, a Federal subsidy, or local community
support.
As can be seen in Table 28, Alternative 3 requires the minimum
subsidy level for operation with 26% of system costs being assign-
able to subsidy sources. This is the scheduling alternative with
eight round trips per day from Boise to Sandpoint and a demand res-
ponsive service in the remote region.
In concluding this example problem, it should again be noted
that the advantage of using such a technique lies in the capability
to perform meaningful sensitivity analysis. In this case, testing
with respect to subsidy required against different alternatives.
Optionally, the algorithm could have been employed to detail other,
radically different scheduling and/or curtailment of service alter-
natives to test the resulting system gain. The issues of subsidy
and/or curtailment of service and resultant regional impact have
certain philosophical overtones, and will be explained further in
light of this example problem, along with concluding comments about
the analytic techniques in Chapter 6 of this volume.
FOOTNOTES
1 . * ~ 1" $~ .
"Western Region Short-Refill-. Air Transportation Program, Definition.
Phase Report, Volume I, i)em6'nstration Program Plan," E.R. Hinz, ^
Director, Air Transportation Program, The Aerospace Corporation;' /
July 1970. '"'•' - •
"Western Region Short-Haul Air Transportation Program, Definition
Phase Report, Volume II, Technical Report", Air Transportation
Program Office, The Aerospace Corporation, July 1970.
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CHAPTER V
CASE STUDY
INTRODUCTION
As stated in Chapter I, one of the objectives of the re-
search is to test an evaluation issue in an actual case study
setting, incorporating a realistic study scenario, actual data,
and relevant performance indicators to the extent possible. As
noted previously, the problem area chosen for case study was the
planning implementation of STOL/VTOL programs in a metropolitan
area. The metropolitan St. Louis Region was chosen as the case
study area, due to the research team's familiarity with its
transportation policy activities, their subjective feel for the
decision-makers'; and actor groups' response to public works in-
vestments having significant socio-economic-environmental impacts,
and the detailed regional travel data bank developed for the re-
gion through the study team's previous professional activities,
locally. As such, the issue of investigation is the marketing of
STOL/VTOL facilities programs into the public works and private
investment sectors of the region.
- 93 -
The decision process involved in the feasibility analysis,
and the engineering and planning implementation of STOL/VTOL pro-
grams will be analytically modelled. The results of such modell-
ing .should yield information on:
1) An efficacious modelling and analysis framework for
assessing feasibility of metropolitan oriented STOL/
VTOL programs.
2) Some commentary on basic aspects of feasibility such
as subsidy issues, integration with other land uses,
strategic implementation considerations, etc.
3) A framework for justifying conclusions with respect
to authorizing or rejecting facilities investments,
in light of information yielded through (1) and (2)
immediately above.
The chapter proceeds by developing an overview and logic
structure for the case study, specific analysis of critical com-
ponent sections, and conclusions with respect to items 1-3 above.
Overview of Case Study
The master logic for the case study is shown in Figure 15.
It attempts to evaluate the feasibility and decision process of
location of STOL/VTOL facilities in a metropolitan area. Typical
improved mobility and quality of life objectives are assumed for
Figure 15
CASE STUDY MASTER LOGIC
OBJECTIVES
of Community
Planning £
Transportation
Planning
Activities
General Regional
/^
Downtown Location
Section A:
Simulation Model
Peripheral Location
Section B:
Bayesian Decision
Model
/\
1\
Community & Regional
Economic Base
\i Community Transpor-
'\ tation Stock.
_=sJ
Section D:
Markovian Model of
General Evaluation
W
Combination
[Constraints L -^ Social-Political Pressures
—4Enviornmental Pressure
1 •" t»iii»iimi.«a»n-ii«]i.«i.iiimii«e<gm"j)|imnm
^Funding CapabiliFiesl-
ImpTementa''ETon~Frocesses
& Bureaucracy
Section C:
Game Theory
Model of Political-Socio Analysis
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the metropolitan land use and transportation planning process, in
conjunction with typical performance criteria on travel time, de-
gree of urban blight,etc. Against these bases for planning, the
community exists in its present state with certain resources at-
tached to its present growth pattern, its economic base, and its
current stock of transportation facilities.
Given the above entities, certain options for STOL/VTOL
facilities investment exist over the region, with varying degrees
of feasibility. These include location in, or immediately adja-
cent to the downtown core, or a location on the urban periphery,
or a combination of several peripheral locations and a downtown
site, the latter concept bringing forth the notion of a STOL/VTOL
system as a major competitor with other modes for all types of
metropolitan and regional travel markets. All decisions on any of
th$ above investment options will be met with varying levels of
opposition, due to constraints emanating from socio-political
pressures, actual or perceived environmental degradation, funding
• limitations, and the general bureaucracy of decision-making on
major regional investments.
In light of the above, the following sections A through D
attempt to develop analytic, techniques for determining the location
ancj investment feasibility of downtown and peripheral STOL options,
- 97 -
and yield information on critical aspects of the evaluation and
implementation issues associated with the decision process. Sec-
tion A develops a model of the feasibility of downtown location
with respect to integration of the STOL/VTOL facilities with typi-
cal "downtown" activities, using a simulation model which depends
heavily on regional travel behavior as input. Section B yields
a modelling framework for analysis of STOL/VTOL locations on the
periphery, developing the process through a statistical decision
approach which utilizes critical information on the peripheral
land use planning process. Section C, utilizing a modified game
theoretic approach on the scenario in Section B9develops a frame-
work for predicting location and development alternatives that
are likely to be implemented, given the constraints and decision
pressures in Figure 15. Section'D develops a model of a region-
wide STOL/VTOL investment strategy, as a viable component of the
metropolitan multimodal transportation resources, treating long
term regional growth, economic and transport investment patterns
as a markovian decision process of adaptation to maximize long term
regional planning objectives.
The St. Louis metropolitan area, as illustrated in succeeding
• *
^ ' •>
figures, is an area of 2 million population, with a core which has
 ;
declined in regional prowess over the last decade, but that is cur-
rently undergoing substantive revitalization as an anchor in the
- 98 -
region due to a surge of commercial, hotel and office construction
activity. The suburban area is largely sprawled, with a recogni-
-. .
 v .•. •>/"J*"
.zable auto dominant type of traveler behavior. Several options for
regional transportation investment exist, as will;be examined, in- •
the succeeding discussion.
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SECTION A - FEASIBILITY OF DOWNTOWN STQL/VTOL FACILITIES .
Modelling Strategy
This section develops a simulation model to test the efficacy
of situating a STOL/VTOL facility in, or strategically adjacent to
the downtown core. It is designed to test the exploitation of
downtown hotel, commercial, and rail and bus terminal activities
when contiguously joined with a STOL facility ,as a "transportation
center". The objective is to assemble a set of travel uses the
downtown-oriented traveler would be inclined to use as a package,
either as a metropolitan commuter, or an interegional traveler re-
quiring change of mode facilities immediately adjacent to commer-
cial and office activities. The focus of the model is to test for
fare structure, subsidy and daily frequency of flights required to
allow the STOL facility operation to recover its capital and opera-
ting cost of existence. The model makes use of several entities of
travel behavior, modal split, land acquisition, maintenance and
capital recovery factors which have -been documented in recent NASA
studies as inputs to the simulation. For.purposes of analysis, a
study site in downtown St. Louis was picked to exist at either A or
B, in Figure 16.both of which are deemed feasible from air traffic
control standpoint.
SITE A
UNION STATION
SITE B
RIVEIR FRONT
Figure 16
POTENTIAL DOWNTOWN ST. LOUIS STOLPORT SITES
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The flow chart developing the simulation model is shown in
Figure 17. A skeleton overview of model logic is presented below, -
followed by detailed discussion of each of the calculation entities
in the simulation process. The model makes use of detailed know-
ledge of various modal arrivals and departures to and from down-
town St. Louis related to travel associated with other cities in
the midwest. The modes of bus, rail, auto and air are included in
the analysis. Arrivals and departures for each mode are developed
2
from a 21 hour distribution for each city. The resultant travel-:
costs, trip lengths, and trip times are computed for all modes over
3
the appropriate origin-destination pairs in the test region. Subse-
quent to assembling the above travel pattern information, the rev-
enues ,total costs, and profits per mode are computed in step 3.0.
On the second and all following iterations, STOL is included in the
above travel computations, with an associated subsidy level to be
tested in the analysis.
Apart from the above, step 4.0 develops the capital cost re-
quirements for bus and rail terminal facilities sited contiguously
with the STOL Port location as a transportation center complex.
Step 5.0 computes the capital costing requirements for the develop-
ment of STOL Port facilities, and in step 6.0 various Gross Floor
Area options for different contiguous land uses in the transporta-
tion center (such as commercial, hotel and light industrial
- 101 -
state and local public agencies, private groups, institutions, and
associations, and professionals from a broad range of disciplines.
The elements of the continuing planning process developed through
the above interaction are six-fold. They include the following:
1.) Provisions for staged decision points, in a framework of
continuous community and technical review and feedback.
2.) A concurrent subregional and regional multi-value focus
which exposes both transportation user and impact issues,
and insures comprehensive program packages for all
alternatives.
3.) A focus on the subregional action level, with a con-
current requirement to determine the interaction between
several subregions.
4.) Explicit interaction between the large scale regional plans
and specific subregional program packages.
5.) A balanced concern between the distribution of costs
and benefits and their aggregate regional value.
6.) A process structured to permit the employment of a range
of analytical techniques.
The BTPR used such engineering-economic analysis methods as net
benefits, rate of return, total costs vs. total funds available, and
benefit-cost ratio. Quantifiable economic and social impacts included
measurement of the percent of houses to be relocated, business dis-
placements, relative changes in tax base structure, and pounds of air
pollution generated.
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facilities) are explored, and their capital cost requirements are
computed. Annual rents and charges to be applied to each mode using
the transportation center complex in order to recover such capital,
costs are. computed in step 7.0. The associated annual operating
costs for the STOL facilities is determined in step 8.0, and an ap-
propriate test STOL flight schedule is developed for all the city
pairs in the.test region as step 9.
Finally, in step 10, the profitability of the STOL Port is
tested against various levels of subsidy of STOL activities. The
process continues until the subsidy level reaches the point where
the STOL Port facility will financially break-even.
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Travel Behavior Entities
A map of the study area included in the downtown STOL Port
analysis appears as Figure 18. It should be noted that cities with-
in a 350 mile radius which functionally relate to St. Louis are
typically included in the study design. These cities, and their
respective distances from St. Louis are listed in Table 29, toget-
14.
her with their annual inbound and outbound air travel volumes. (1)
Obviously, choice of travel mode to a somewhat distant
metropolitan center is a function of several variables, and the
literature of insights into travel behavior is an endeavor unto
itself. However, for the purposes of this analysis, an appropriate
surrogate for resulting modal choice is perceived trip cost. The
McDonnell-Douglas study of air modal split makes use of this sur-
rogate variable, as noted below:
j.Air =
1+ /I^ K 5AUTO
where
% Air = The fraction of total travelers anticipated to
travel by air, i.e., air patronage/(total of air
and auto patronage)
$AUTO = Total perceived cost of one-way auto trip

TABLE 29
LIST OF ST. LOUIS CONNECTING CITIES AND THEIR
DISTANCE AND AIRLINE PASSENGER CHARACTERISTICS .
"f.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10. '
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
.; 18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
.27.
CITY NAME.
Indianapolis, Ind.
Chicago, 111.
Kansas City, Mo.
Tulsa, Okla.
Memphis, Tenn.
Evansville, Ind.
Little Rock, Ark.
Bloomington, 111.
Burlington, Iowa
Cape Guradeau, Mo.
Carbondale, 111.
Champaign, 111.
Columbia, J.C. , Mo.
Decatur, 111.
Dubuque, Iowa
Galesburg, 111.
Harrison, Ark.
Cedar Rapids , Iowa
Joplin, Mo.
Ft. Leonard Wood, Mo.
Kirksville, Mo.
Lake of the Ozark, Mo.
Jackson, Tenn.
Marion, 111.
Mattoon, 111.
Moline, 111.
Peoria, 111.
DISTANCE
229
256
233
351
255
161
296
142
146
114
90
143
99
109
253
151
230
228
251
119
150
127
231
101
123
190
137
ANNUAL
AIRVOL
51210
461120
138280
31210
73230
11300
38760
660
3470
2600
. 50
6390
4430
2640
1560
930
1120
9810
8230
2580
470
950
1170
2820
520
19250
15310
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TABLE 29 cont.
ANNUAL
CITY NAME DISTANCE . AIRVOL
28. Louisville, Ky. 254 t_
29.' Quincy, 111. ^ ' v
30. Madison, Wis. 308
31. Paducah, Ky. 1« 6430
32. Springfield, 111. 84 6460
33. Springfield, Mo. 195 20980
34. Terre Haute, Ind. 171 770
- 110 -
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$AIR = Total perceived cost of one-way air trip
K, 'y = Calibration constants
The determination of K and "y was based on the same 1970 data-
used to project the 1985 total demand. The average traveler value
of time was assumed to be $6/hour.
Due to the paucity of intercity modal split analysis of this
midwestern region, and the sparse rail service, the above formula
was modified for the case study so that bus and rail trips were
computed as a component of the % auto. Using current 1975 air
volumes in the above formula thus allowed a calibration yielding
aggregate trips to St . Louis by bus , rail and auto for each of the
cities in Table 29. These trip totals, along with hourly distribu-
tion of auto trips is shown for a typical city in Appendix E.
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Modal Performance Entitles
' ' *'•
The particular speed-distance performance relationships -•••..:*"••'
and related operational costs and fare determination across all
modes is a critical entity set for the analysis. Block speed
versus distance for various VTOL, STOL, and CTOL types of opera-
tion appears in Figure j_g. This graph represents the block speeds
at a given distance for various specified cruise speeds associated
with CTOL, VTOL or STOL operations. Comparative speed and perfor-
mance indicators for auto, bus, and rail were synthesized from
recent studies involving alternative policies for effecting energy
consumption. An example is shown for the St. Louis Intercity
corridor in Table 31 below:
Table 31
COMPARATIVE SPEED PERFORMANCE
Mode
AUTO
BUS
RAIL
CTOL
STOL
Cruise Speed
55.00
55.00
94.00
310.00
270.00
Block Speed
52.15
53.18
75.67
245.00
230.00
Block Time
4.91
4V81
3.38
1.04 :\v
1.11 '•'
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Figure 19 Aircraft Block Speeds Resulting from Combinations
of Cruise Speeds and Stage Lengths
Source:. Figure 2-2, "Western Region Short Haul Air Transportation Program,
Definition Phase Report" Volume II, by the Aerospace Corporation
for Western Conference of the Council of State Governments,p.2-5
Fare and cost data was initially developed by employing
the actual one-way fares from each city to downtown St. Louis for
each mode (BUS, RAIL, CTOL). The Auto cost was calculated using
13C a mile (typical allowable auto mileage expense for business
purposes) with an average intercity occupancy of 2.5 passengers
per trip. The operating cost per passenger mile for bus and rail,
shown along with auto at the bottom of Table 32,was based on local
interviews which yielded estimates with respect to actual operations
7
within the region. The operating cos 1s for CTOL and STOL, also
shown in Table 32,were developed by using 1975 TOG data for CTOL
and factoring to yield STOL TOC data, using the same percentage
basis for factoring as that developed for documentation of Figure
20.
The fare structure of bus and rail for the cities included
in the analysis are those 1975 actual fares by that particular mode,
documented for the entire set of cities
in Appendix F. The fare for STOL for a particular city -was initially
assigned the same value as the cost per passenger mileY and•subse-
quently iterated against varying subsidy levels, continually keeping
the following formula in equilibrium: ' '
TOC = F + S
where TOC = Total Operating Costs
F = Test fare level
S = Test subsidy structure
TABLE 32
TOTAL OPERATING COSTS
MILES
CTOL (134 passenger)
TOG (.55 load factor)
per passenger mile
foL'; JJ120 passenger)
TOC: (. 55 load factor)
per passenger mile
less than 100
100-150
150-200
200-250
250-350
.169
.159
.14
.13
.1275
.169
.164
.159
.15
Operating Cost Bus = $.05 per passenger mile
Operating Cost Rail = $.0989 per/passenger mile
- 115 -
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120-Passenger STOL/VTOL's
Folded Rotor VTOL
Litt/Ctuise Fan VTOU
Tilt-V/ing VTOL
Deflected Slipstteam STOL
I I
CTOL (115-passenger)
200 300
Stage length — miles
Figure 20 Total Operating Cost of Study Aircraft (VFR Operation) in 1975.
Source: Figure 3-15, p. 1-18, Technical and Economic Evaluation of
Aircraft for Intercity Short-Haul Transportation, VOL. I,
April 1966 McDonnell Aircraft Corporation, for F.A.A.
Contract FA65WA - 1246, FAA-ADS-74,1
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The rationale for the above iteration, against the mechanics of
testing diversion from other modes to the STOL mode through the
modal split model are elaborated on in the subsequent sensitivity
analysis discussion. ' ''-'.'•'
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Transportation Center Capital, Acquisition and Maintenance Cost Entities''T,
''s,
•:
:3T-.""
The cost of facility development and operation ar.e. ..critical in -•*'./•.' - !"•',; ;
thev feasibility analysis. A typical layout of«;reiev^ nt^ downtown -St|^  ; . ~<v'-1;f
Louis five gate STOL Port activities is shown 'in Figure 21. . Comf>4 '-•"'-'•
'•-.' 'i'X • '.--:•*''''••
parable unit costs are documented in Table 33. The total< capital .''/.
cost of the center complex is $25,967,216, shown in Table*,3*4. The
bulk land acquisition of 33 acres occurs at a market price of $1.50
V.
o
per square foot. Forty percent of the GFA of the 5 acre bus ter-
minal acreage has light industrial use potentials, yielding con-
9
struction costs of $25. and $11. per square foot, respectively.
The additional hotel and its associated commercial complex is
added to the center as income producing property to anchor the
site's financial viability and its staying power as a viable acti-
vity center interfacing the modal activity. A 300 room hotel, of
the amenity characteristics allowing an average room charge of $30.
10
per night will cost nine million dollars to construct. Its asso-
ciated 25,000 square feet of commercial has a $25./sq. ft. con-
struction cost. These require 3 acres, with associated acquisition
.costs of $196,020. The STOL Port construction, requiring 20/acres,
'"" '• ' * *- .V- i':
and employing unit costs of Table 33 yields an acquisition cpst^of
^'. ' . - '
$1,306,800 and a construction cost of $8,161,000.
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TABLE 34-, -, ...
CAPITAL COSTS-DOWNTOWN TRANSPORT CENTER -X ''•...'£
LAND ACQUISITION COSTS
STOL Port 20 acres at $1.50 Sq. Ft. $1,306,800
Bus £ Rail 10 acres at $1.50 Sq. Ft. $653,400
Hotel-Commercial 3 acres at $1.50 Sq. Ft. $196,020
BUILDING COSTS
STOL Port . $8,161,000
Bus £ Rail Terminal $6,000,000
Hotel 300 Rm. $9,000,000
. Commercial 25,000 Sq. Ft. $650,000
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TOTAL CAPITAL COST $25,967,216
TABLE 35
ANNUAL AMOUNT NEEDED TO COVER STOL OPERATING COSTS
Needed
Maintenance Cost $460,000
Terminal Costs $345,000
Total $805,000
- 122 -
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In addition to the costs detailed above in Table 34, mainten-
ance 'of the STOL Port terminal and facilities will be important to .
the STOL Port operator's capital recovery analysis in the immedi-
ately following section. Although it is recognized that all land
use and terminal entities of Table 34 have maintenance and operating
costs, only the STOL Port operation will be detailed here, in order
to invoke subsequent capital recovery assumptions in succeeding
sections.
Typical annual STOL Port operating costs appear in Table 35 for
a five gate STOL Port. The maintenance costs for the air field
area are a total of $460,000 and include maintenance and operational
activities with respect to:
runways and grounds
fire, crash, rescue and service equipment
air traffic control and landing aids
allocated costs
Likewise, the maintenance and operating expenses for the ter-
minal area amount to $345,000, and include activities related to:
the terminal building (passenger processing area)
parking area
allocated expenses
administrative and general expenses
The total annual maintenance and operating cost thus is $805,000. •
- 124- -
Capital Recovery Entity
The required income per facility (or rent) in the .Transports-
tion Center appears in Table 36 . These dollar levels represent
what each group (hotel, commercial, bus, air, rail) must pay
annually to recover the capital cost of the Transportation Center.
These conclusions were arrived at by multiplying the capital cost
of each facility by a capital recovery factor of .117H6 which
is a 20 year life without major capital remodelling on renovation,
at 10% compound interest. Herein, the analysis involves a criti-
cal assumption, that is, each of the above operations (hotel and
its associated commercial, bus terminal, rail terminal, and STOL
Port) must recover its own capital and operating expenses. That
is, no diversion is allowed to occur across operations for one
facility to finance deficits of another. This assumption is criti-
cal to ensure incentive for private development of hotel and com-
mercial activities, and to separate potential public ownership of
STOL facilities and related traffic performance requirements from
the rest of the complex. It is presumed that the contiguous "packa
ging" of rail, bus, hotel and commercial and light industrial acti-
vities with STOL into a transportation center will allow e-
conomics of scale on mode change and shopping and convention trade
to occur such that enhancement of each operator to efficaciously
manage his own debt service will be higher than if these facilities "
were not contiguous ..
TABLE 36
ANNUAL AMOUNT NEEDED PER YEAR TO RECOVER CAPITAL COSTS
Needed
Hotel $1,115,196
Commercial $132,828
Bus $352,380
Rail $352,380
STOL $1,663,351
Total $3,616,135
- 125 -
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Thus, for the STOL operator, he must recover the $1,663,351
for capital, and $805,000 for operating costs for a total annual
recovery cost of $2,468,351. Money to recover capital and opera-
ting costs for the STOL Port will be in the form of landing fees.
A relevant landing fee employed for this analysis is $126. per
11landing for a 120 passenger STOL. Using such as a basis to re-
cover the capital and operating costs as a result of such a trans-
portation center developed herein, at least 63 flights in per day,
to the STOL Port, is required as will be examined in the following
section on simulation results and related sensitivity analysis.
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Simulation Results; Sensitivity Analysis
As stated previously, using a reasonable landing fee, 63
flights into the downtown STOL Port per day will be required to
operationally recover capital and operating costs of the STOL Port.
component of the center. To reach this level of inbound flights
will require a subsidy of approximately $.033 per passenger mile
to achieve the demand necessary for such a volume, using sensiti-
vity results of iteration of various subsidy and fare computations
in conjunction with diversion potential to the air mode from the
modal split model.
Such a sensitivity analysis on the demand for various subsidy
levels is shown in Table 37,arrayed against the associated number
of flights per day and associated annual subsidy. For the volumes
and distribution of trips developed herein, such a recovery of
capital costs occur with an annual subsidy of $11,000,000.
Table 38 comprehensively demonstrates the volumes of STOL
flights for various subsidy levels by city. As a result of in-
creasing the subsidy, the associated required fare drops in the
equation TOC= F + S, and the demand for STOL increases such that
at a $.04 subsidy per passenger mile the amount of flights by
STOL surpases the break-even point for the STOL Port operation of
63 flights. . .,.
TABLE -37
.i
SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS ON SUBSIDY REQUIREMENTS ,.;"..
Subsidy Flights a day Annual Subsidy Annual Passenger Vols.(STOL)
(in bound) (in bound)
00
01
02
03
04
35
41
48
58
75
0
2,313,480
5,418,192
9,804,600
16,628,664
720,720
844,272
988,416
1,194,336
1,544,400
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CITY
TABLE 38
SCHEDULED STOL FLIGHTS AND RELATED SUBSIDIES
SUBSIDY PER PASSENGER MILE
.00 .01 .02
.03 -sp/i'-'t'A^ ^^ V '
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
2 2 2
20 23 27
5 6 7
1 1 1
3 3 4
1 1 2
(Elements in Table are scheduled
flights from cities 1-34; blanks
cate no air service)
1 . 1 1
1 1
1 2 2
1 1 1
3
33
8
2
5
2
inbound
indi-
1
1
2
1
*>A,4
41
11
2
6
1
3
1
1
3 .
2
Total 35 41 48 58 75
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Tables 39 and 40 detail the above analysis for a sample .city,
demonstrating the interaction of the subsidy fare and modal split
mechanics. City 3 is 233 miles from the test downtown STOL Port and
has a total daily demand of 4286 outbound trips. In Table39, the
daily passenger demand volumes by mode is represented for each of
the simulated subsidy levels. Table 40 details this against fare
structure in dealing with the diversion to STOL as output from the
modal split analysis, and forms a basis for concluding as to cri-
tical subsidy level to allow the STOL port operation to financially
break even. As can be seen, as subsidy increases from $0.00 to $9.32
per passenger for this particular city, the STOL fare can be reduced
from $34.95 to $25.63, allowing a diversion of 356. passenger miles
onto STOL from other modes for the trip to the St. Louis downtown
STOL Port.
Conclusions •
This section has demonstrated an analytically viable way to
simulate the packaging of multimodal transportation behavior with likely
popular, land uses for travelers' activity in the downtown core, allow-
ing ultimate conclusions to be reached on potential financial viability
of a downtown STOL Port operation, from the operator's point of view as
one of several development actors in the transportation center complex.
Two philosophical questions emerge: should the operator be a public
TABLE 39
DAILY PASSENGER VOLUMES RELATED TO SUBSIDY
City 3, distance = 233 miles from downtown St. Louis
SUBSIDY PER PASSENGER MILE FOR STOL
Mode
Auto
Bus
Rail
STOL
.00
3699
141
70
376
.01
3647
139
69
428
.02
3578
136
68
497
.03
3483
132
66
592
.04 .
3342
127
64
732
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TABLE 40
FARE - SUBSIDY - RIDERSHIP RELATIONSHIPS FOR CITY 3
SUBSIDY OF STOL PER PASSENGER MILE
For 120 passenger
STOL CRAFT
. 55 load factor
Scheduled STOL flights
per day
STOL Fare
per passenger
STOL Sxobs idy
per passenger
STOL OPERATING
.00
5
34.95
0
COST per passenger ] 34/95
i
.01
6
32.62
2.33
Kn*CW03*TK*'***S',SISEr'»f»SV3
34.95
.02
7
30.29
4.66
:
34.95 ;
.03
8
27.96
6.99
34.95
.04
11
25.63
9.32
34/95
- .132 -
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•SAX
works entity? and what are the implications of subsidy, particularly
with respect to the equation TOC = F + S. Herein to date, no mention
of profit in the TOC entity has been made. These questions as - to
ownership, profit and subsidy will be dealt with in the conclusions
in Chapter VI, along with like questions emanating from succeeding
case study analysis sections.
'••'••."5-.
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Section B
Peripheral Metropolitan STQL-VTOL Development
The second component of the case study is the investigation
methodology for determining the feasibility of .STOL or VTOL port
location in strategic peripherial locations of the metropolitan
region, such that they can potentially serve as effective foci
of transportation resources, commuting activity, and land use
combinations.
The modelling approach to be used in such feasibility analysis
is based on Bayesian Decision Theory, and follows the general for-
mat of Figure 22. For a computational treatment of this theory see
Appendix B. The advantage of a Bayesian model for analysis of
STOL/VTOL development is the degree of flexibility and realism it
allows in the evaluation process, as will be demonstrated below.
Relevant combinations of the historical conditions and descrip-
tors of ease of zoning change, national economic status, shifts in
regional mobility, and fluidity of land development capital can be
incorporated as the"experiments" for the Bayesian analysis. The
actual experiment combinations used are noted in Table 4-1. The as-
sociated outcomes of review of the above experimental indicators are
prognoses for a successful peripheral development of STOL/VTOL. The .
Figure 22
PERIPHERAL STOL/VTOL DEVELOPER'S DILEMMA
State of World Analysis
- Economic Status
- Surrounding General Area
- Zoning
- Probability of Implementation
- Money
- Shopper Effect
- Transportation Costs Lowered
- Conglomerate Transportation
Effects'
Stochastic
Descriptors
(Priors)
Taxonomy of
Development
Capabilities
Review of Relevant Indicators
of Implementation
Probability of
Implementation
of Options
Options
STOL Port Only
Light Industrial
Light & Heavy
Industrial
Light 6 Heavy
Industrial £ Trans-
portation Center
Modulated Transpor-
tation Center
Evaluation of Options
Development Capabilities
within Bayesian Decision
Theory Structure
- Rank Based Expected Value
- Rate of Return
- Benefit/Cost Ratio;,
Conclusion on Options -
Sensitivity Analysis
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Table
RAYESIAN ANALYSIS EXPERIMENT SETS
Experiments Sets and Components
1 - Zoning Change Ability
- National Economic Status
2 - Zoning Change Ability
- National Economic Status
- Mobility Shifts
3 - Zoning Change Ability
- National Economic Status
- Fluidity of Land Development Capital
- 136 -
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two outcomes used in the analysis are:
1) Development likely to be successful.
2) Development unlikely to be successful.
The action space of the model is shown in Table ^2. It
consists of five possible development levels varying from siting
a STOL/VTOL port only to siting a STOL/VTOL port with associated
adjoining private and/or public developments. In addition, the
null or do nothing alternative is considered as an action. The
state space for the model consists of four descriptions of ulti-
mate conditions for development. An uncertain knowledge exists
with respect to which of the four states the potential site will
actually be in as the decision analysis is undertaken. The four
states relevant to site development are:
1. Conditions are ideal for development.
2. Some aspects are favorable for development.
3. Few aspects are favorable for development.
U. Development is impossible.
To each path through the Bayesian decision tree (i.e. exper-
iment, outcome, action, state) shown in Figure 23 which describes the
above problem, a value is attached which represents the utility of
a particular combination of experiment, outcome, action and state,
U (e,z,a,£). These utilities may be arrived at by several different
- 138 -
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means, and within this particular modelling context, utilities
were estimated by Internal Rate of Return (ROR) and Rank-based
Expected Value (REV) methods. The ROR method was employed where
the STOL/VTOL development was considered a private venture. The
REV technique was employed where the development was pursued as
a public works project, allowing the inclusion of broader, non-
monetary impacts in the utility formulation.
To invoke the Bayesian computational format, it is necessary
to subjectively estimate two different types of probabilities,
the first being the P'(&.) for all i, is the a priori probabil-
ity of state i occuring. The other set of probabilities estimated
are the conditional probabilities P(Z- ('E. ,0. ) which are the prob-
u K 1
abilities of an experimental outcome J, given particular experi-
ment K, and a state with respect to the site. These two subjec-
tive estimates of probabilities are developed by making use of
the analyst1 sexperience, judgement and interpretation of the ex-
perimental historical indicators with respect to site development
potential discussed above. The output of the Bayesian analysis
indicates the optimal, or critical set of criteria (i.e. the ex-
periment E ) for evaluating possible development, and the prognosisK
for development (i.e. the outcome, ZT), associated with experiment
£„. Based on this particular outcome, the. model indicates theK
optimal site development action to be implemented from those
- 140 -
shown in Table 42. The true state of the site for development is
determined as the mechanisms of site implementation unfold, and
subsequent to its being in place.
Table 42
POTENTIAL DEVELOPMENT IMPLEMENTATION ACTIONS
Action Sets
1 - STOL/VTOL Only.
2 - STOL/VTOL and Light Industrial Development
3 - STOL/VTOL and Light and Heavy Industrial
Development
4 - Transportation Center (STOL/VTOL, RAIL, BUS,
Commercial Areas and Hotel)
5 - STOL/VTOL and Light Industrial and Commercial
Development
6 - NULL
- 14-2 -
Case Study Location, Data Inputs, Utility Computational Processes
The actual data inputs are best described in terms of the utility
estimating procedures. The ROR method will be dealt with first, fol-
lowed by the REV method. Appropriate cash flow and utility data are
documented in Tables 43 through 48 and will be referred to at approp-
riate points in the analyses below.
The Rate of Return method requires a series of cash flows for
analysis. A potential peripheral location shown in Figure2.4- in the
St. Louis metropolitan area was analyzed for varying action levels
of development. Cash flows were constructed based on land costs,
capital costs for STOL/VTOL terminals, aircraft costs, travel de-
mand, fares, .non-fare income, lease prices for facilities, and capi-
tal costs of facilities, etc.
The rank-based expected value analysis requires the capital
costs of all facilities, noise impact levels on adjoining land uses,
levels of air quality, energy cost, and the Benefit-cost ratio of the
STOL/VTOL development. These particular impact categories were cho-
sen as being most typical of the various impacts considered in modern
multi-dimensional transportation analysis.
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Figure 24
CASE STUDY POTENTIAL PERIPHERAL
STOL/VTOL LOCATION
Rate of Return Analysis
In the ROR analysis, the assumption is made that a private de-
veloper would assemble land and facilities and operate with tenants
on a long term (20 year) lease basis. It was also assumed that the
STOL/VTOL facility would be operated separately from the air carrier
serving it.
The STOL/VTOL carrier's rate of return was computed at two un-
subsidized fare levels ($5. and $7. per one-way commuting trip of
25 mile distance) and at a demand level of nine hundred passengers
per day, which corresponds to the regional potential for two or
three peripheral STOL/VTOL facilities serving short intraregional
commuting, and jetport feeder service. The assumed site demand le-
vels relate in a consistent manner to the 10,000 passengers per day
whose flights either terminate or originate in the St. Louis metro-
12politan region. A summary of the STOL air carriers incomes, expen-
ditures and rates of return are shown in Table M-3 along with the sup-
porting assumptions. The air carrier's rate of return was considered
separately from the developer's rate of return. The principal dif-
ference between STOL and VTOL carrier operation is the significantly
13greater capital cost of the air craft. This difference was suffi-
cient in the analysis to eliminate VTOL from consideration at peri-
pheral locations, given the peripheral supply of land to build and
Table 43
RATE OF RETURN CASH FLOWS FOR STOL CARRIER
Configuration
No. Ports ^
No. Planes £ (60 passenger STOL)
Capital Cost per plane- $ 2M
Daily Passenger Demand 900
No. Flights Daily 15_ .
Aircraft Total operating cost $.045/available seat-mile
Plane Life 10 years
Study period 20 years
FLOW #
1
2-10 .
11
12-21
YEAR
0
1-9
10
11-20
-6000
+1182
-4818
+1182
AMOUNT ($ X 10)
Fare. $7.50 Fare $5. 00
-6000
+620
-5380
+620
Rate of Return ($5.00 Fare) = .60%
Rate of Return ($7.50 Fare) = 14.68%
. - 145 -
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develop STOL sites.
The rate of return analysis for action 1, STOL port only develop-
ment, assumes that a private operator leases and operates the STOL
facility. His incomes, expenditures and Rate of Return are shown in
Table 44. The rate of return is negative given that the developer
recovers his capital on improvements at 10% over 20 years. It should
be noted that the capital cost is that of a four gate STOL facility,
which is based on upgrading of the location shown in Figure 24,
an existing peripheral general aviation airport in this region.
The alteration to a STOL port will yield facilities as shown in
' . 14
figure 25. The associated $4,127,000 cost is the upgrading cost for
runways, taxiways, and terminal, gate and parking facilities. A
15
new facility of equal size would cost approximately twice this amount.
The second alternative, action 2, is a combination STQL/Light-
industrial facility. The light industrial component would cover ap-
proximately 50 acres with 48,400 square feet of building space. Again,
it is assumed that the developer leases all facilities to the tenants.
The cash flows for this alternative are shown in Table 45. The rate
of return for this alternative is very small at 1.03%.
The next alternative, action 3, is the STOL/light industrial/
heavy industrial park, where the developer would build and sell the
Table
RATE OF RETURN ANALYSIS FOR STOL PORT OPERATOR
No. Ports 4^
STOL Port Annual operating cost $500,000
No. Flights per day 15
Landing Fee $100.
Miscellaneous income per passenger $.94 per passenger
Annual lease to developer $485,000
Daily Passengers 900
FLOW YEAR AMOUNT ($ X 1Q3)
1-20 1-20 -398,500
Rate of Return - negative
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Figure 25
FOUR GATE STOL FACILITY
FOR PERIPHERAL LOCATION
Table
RATE OF RETURN ANALYSIS FOR STOL/LI PERIPHERAL DEVELOPMENT
No. Ports 4
No. Acres for STOL 19
No. Acres for Light Industrial 50
No. Square Feet Light Industrial 48,400
Lease Income from Light Industrial (annual) $106,4-80
Light Industrial Building cost per square foot $11.
Daily Passenger Demand 900
STOL Port total operating costs (annual) $500,000
Flights per day 15
Land price $.40/Square foot
FLOW YEAR AMOUNT ($ X 103)
1 -2 -1198
•:2 -1 -4659
3-22 1-20 +262
Rate of Return = 1.03%
- 149 -
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heavy industrial component to a client, and lease the light industrial
as before. The cash flows are noted in Table 4-6. The rate of return
for this option is significantly improved to approximately 10.1%.
The fourth alternative, action 4-, a transportation-"center'V is a
composite facility including a STOL/bus/rail terminal with 25,000
square feet of commercial space, and a 300 room hotel. The objective
of its operation is to provide a multi-modal interchange facility
which serves a large portion of the region. The cash flow summary
is shown in Table 4-7 and the costing assumption is based on a private
developer building and then leasing out the components. The rate of
return was fairly attractive at 7.91%.
Action 55consisted of a STOL facility with 48,500 square feet
of light industrial building space and 25,000 square feet of commer-
cial space. The cash flows and costing assumptions for this facility
are illustrated in Table 48. The rate of return noted was 4-. 7%. The
final alternative, that of no development, was arbitrarily assigned
a rate of return of 1% for analysis purposes.
Table 46
RATE OF RETURN ANALYSIS FOR STOL/LI/HI PERIPHERAL DEVELOPMENT
No. Ports 4
No. Acres for STOL 19
STOL Port operating cost (annual) $500,000
Daily Passenger Demand 900
Land Price per square foot $.40
Light Industrial Acreage 50
Light Industrial Building Square footage 48,400
Light Industrial Building cost per. square foot $11.
Heavy Industrial Acreage 50
Heavy Industrial Capital Cost $30 M
FLOW
1
2
3
4-23
YEAR
-2
-1
0
1-20
AMOUNT ($ X 10 )
-31,300
-4,659
+37,769
+ 591
Rate of Return = 10.08%
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Table 47
RATE OF RETURN ANALYSIS FOR TRANSPORTATION CENTER PERIPHERAL DEVELOPMENT
No. Ports 4
Transportation Center Acreage 25
Capital Costs
Bus, Rail Facility $6M
900 Room Hotel $9M
Commercial Square Footage 25,000
Commercial Lease Income (annual) $125,000
Commercial Building Cost per square foot $25
Miscellaneous Income per passenger $.94
Daily Passenger Demand 900
Land Price per square foot $. 40
FLOW YEAR AMOUNT ($ X 103)
1 -2 -22,550
2-24 1-20 +2,410
Rate of Return = 7.91%
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Table 4-8
Configuration
No. Ports 4
Daily Passenger Demand 900
Light Industrial Acreage 50
Commercial Acreage 25
Light industrial square footage 48,400
Commercial square footage 25,000
Light industrial lease income $106,4-80
Commercial lease income $125,000
STOL port annual operating cost $500,000
FLOW YEAR AMOUNT ('$ X 103)
1 -2 -1252
2 -1 -5284
3-22 1-20 +493
Rate of Return = 4.69%
- 153 -
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Discussion and Summary
The complete Bayesian input data and output computations for
the ROR set and the forthcoming RBEV analysis sets (estimates of
P (Z.JE, , S.) and the utilities) is presented in Appendix G. A
] K 1
summary of the sensitivity analysis performed on the a priori
probabilities of the different development states occuring is
shown in Table 49. The analysis shows that experiment 3 dominates,
indicating that zoning change ability, national economic status
and fluidity of land development capital are the best criteria
for judging feasibility. The indicated optimal action is for a
STOL/light industrial/heavy industrial type of development..
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Rank-Based Expected Value Analysis
The alternate set of Bayesian analys is employed is the rank-
based expected value technique for estimating utilities for various
actions, incorporating public B/C ratio as one of the project's
impact utilities. In this analysis9the actions are ranked from
least to most desirable with respect to the following five impacts
including:
1. The benefit/cost ratio of the STOL facility, reflecting
savings in user travel time ratioed against transport
facility capital costs.
2. The total energy use by the action.
3. Noise impact.
M-. Air quality impact.
5. Capital cost of development.
The modified benefit/cost assumptions for the different actions
are shown in Table 49 together with the resulting B/C for each action
and its ranking. The null alternative was arbitrarily assigned a
B/' C of 1. A highly narrow user monetary B/G,.ratio was developed,
with the benefits including only user travel time savings, and costs
including only transport facility capital costs. The STOL/Light indu-
strial/heavy industrial and the transportation center, serving the most
potential passengers, yielded the highest B/C ratios.
Table 50
IMPACT RANKINGS FOR BENEFIT/COST ANALYSIS
Impact Ranking: Benefit/Cost Analysis
Assumed trip length equivalent to STOL trip:
Assumed time savings per trip: 15 minutes
Value of time per hour: $10.
Capital Cost of STOL Facility: $4,127,000
Interest Rate: 8%
Project Life: 20 years
25 miles
Action No.
6
1
2
5
4
3
Rank
1. Null Alternative
2. STOL/VTOL Only
3. STOL/VTOL and Light Industrial
4. STOL/VTOL, Light Industrial and
Commercial
B/C Assumed Daily
Demand
1.33 900
1.49 1000
1.64
5. STOL/VTOL, Transportation Center 1.71
6. STOL/VTOL, Light Industrial and
1100
1150
Heavy Industrial 1.78 1200
- 157 -
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The energy cost criteria were based on diversion of passengers
to more energy efficient modes. These rankings were made subj ectively
 s
and are depicted in Table 51. The noise impact rankings shown"in
Table 52 were also subjectively estimated with respect to impacts on
adjacent land uses. Air quality rankings were estimated based on
an action's potential for indirect source problems, as well as the
presence of industrial sources difficulties. These rankings are shown,
in Table 52. The capital cost of all facilities included in an ac-
tion are wlso ranked in Table ;52. Two separate analyses of RBEV
were performed to test strength of environmental impact concerns
on the decision pattern. In the first analysis,-the weights were
evenly distributed, with noise impact receiving the highest weight.
This represents a reasonably balanced regional response to develop-
ment , with due regard to benefits of public works and development!
and no overt over-emphasis of enviornmental criteria. As noted in
Table 53, the transportation center alternative develops the
highest score with this' set of weights assumption.
The completed Bayesian analysis for the above utilities is
summarized in Table 54-. Experiment 3, composed of-review of zoning
change ability, national economic status, and fluidity.of land develop-
ment capital is dominant. The ultimate optimal action is development- ,rv;
Table 51
IMPACT RANKINGS FOR ENERGY COSTS AND NOISE
Impact Ranking: Energy Cost
Action No.
6
1
2
5
4 . ;••
3
RANK
1. Null Alternative
2. STOL/VTOL Only
3. STOL/VTOL and Light Industrial
4. STOL/VTOL, Light Industrial and Commercial
5. STOL/VTOL, Transportation Center
6. STOL/VTOL, Light Industrial and Heavy Industrial
Impact Ranking: Noise
Action No.
6
1
2
4
5
3
RANK
1. Null Alternative
2. STOL/VTOL Only
3. STOL/VTOL and Light Industrial
4. STOL/VTOL, Transportation Center
5. STOL/VTOL, Light Industrial and Commercial
6. STOL/VTOL, Light Industrial and Heavy Industrial
(6 = Best)
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Table 52.
IMPACT RANKINGS FOR AIR QUALITY AND CAPITAL COST
Impact Ranking : Air Quality
Action No.
3
5
6
. 2
1
RANK
1. STOL/VTOL, Light Industrial and Heavy Industrial
2. STOL/VTOL, Light Industrial and Commercial
3. Null Alternative
4. STOL/VTOL -and Light Industrial
5. STOL/VTOL Only
6. STOL/VTOL, Transportation Center
Impact Ranking: Capital Cost
Action No.
3
4
5
2
1
6
RANK
1. STOL/VTOL, Light Industrial and Heavy Industrial
2. STOL /VTOL, Transportation Center
3. STOL/VTOL, Light Industrial and Commercial
U. STOL/VTOL and Light Industrial
5. STOL/VTOL Only
6. Null Alternative
(6 = Best)
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Table 53
RBEV ANALYSIS
BALANCED REGIONAL RESPONSE
Criteria Weight Alternative
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of a transportation center.
The second RBEV analyses used significantly adjusted weigh'ts'."':'
'-'.Nl'V-
.VNSH,;
to reflect a heavy regional emphasis on environmental quality,
particularly with respect to air and noise impacts. The results
of this analysis are shown in Table 55. The STOL only action, and
the transportation center alternative have the highest scores,
those of 69.1 and 69.9, respectively. The results of the complete
Bayesian analysis using these above utility scores are shown in
Table 56. Again, the indicators of experiment 3, composed of zoning
change ability, national economic status, and fluidity of land
development dominate as critical analyses input. The optimal ac-
tion ultimately indicated is the transportation center.
Table 55
RBEV ANALYSIS
HEAVY REGIONAL EMPHASIS ON ENVIRONMENT
Criteria Weight Alternative
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Comparison of Results
A comparison of the Bayesian results for the ROR estimates,
'• ' . ' * • ' . - - .
and for the two RBEV estimates indicates some reasonable conclu- .-•:•.-...'•
sions. The rate of return method favors a STOL/light industrial/
heavy industrial development with its reasonable risk and high
monetary return, while the RBEV method, incorporating environmental
and public welfare components, favors the transportation center,
which yields a public transportation center, without concomitant
industrial environmental impacts which are viewed in a negative
manner by the region. Obviously, the relative strength of this
negative assessment of impacts may be captured and tested for its
dominance in the decision process through a sensitivity analysis
on the weights, P'(&.) and P(ZTJE. ,£i).1 U K
This discussion concludes the development and testing of a
feasibility modelling approach for integrating STOL/VTOL development
into the peripheral land uses of a region. The approach structures
the location and feasibility problem, and defines the types of in-
puts necessary for a decision. In subsequent sections, discussion
of its linkage to other comprehensive regional evaluation techniques
will occur, demonstrating this component's position in formulating
a sound comprehensive policy analysis system for STOL/VTOL feasibility.
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SECTION C
SOCIO-POLITICAL ANALYSIS
This section of the case study pertains to development of the
modeling framework which allows improved understanding of the po-
tential for public acceptance and implementation of a major public
works project, such as a STOL/VTOL facility. Although applicable
in any context of the unfolding case study evaluation strategy,
it will be discussed with specific reference to the preceding peri-
pheral development issue, due to common threads of environmental
and citizen concerns which are attached to the peripheral location
problem and the dynamics that can be specifically articulated in
this section.
The underlying concept of this modeling strategy is to analyze
a specific public works investment, such as STOL/VTOL development
actions at a peripheral site ,with respect to the response of interest
groups affected by its presence or implementation. The modelling
framework attempts to perceive and understand the real environment
through a synthetic modelling system. This system can be represented
as a function of conditions, behavior patterns, and interaction
mechanisms simulating the real patterns of response and interaction
of citizen groups pressuring for their point of view with respect to
the project's implementation alternatives.
- 168 -
Such citizen group responses can be structurally modelled as
competitive decision models, more popularly termed "game theory."
A complete discussion of types of game theory processes relevant
1 C
to this research is covered in Volume I, pp. 50-55. These ap-
proaches are conceptually relevant attempts to capture the structure
of citizen values and conflict in the struggle between subgroups to
promote the alteration of facility locations and designs when they
are affected adversely by them. A modified structure of an n-
person, open sum game construct is developed herein for its under-
lying logic fit in the case study STOL/VTOL peripheral location pro-
cess, and its insight in structuring affected group and community
strategies.
In such context, each group assesses several location and/or
development alternatives, and pressures for acceptance of them to
a greater or lesser extent, depending on their value structure, and
pressure being exerted for each of the alternatives by the other
groups of the community. Conceptual solutions, as will be demon-
strated later, yield a relative measure of pressure or support each
group involved in the location-development process should attach to
each alternative to minimize the loss, in light of similar maneuver-
ing of emphasis by other groups. In the current planning process,
such offering of support or pressure occurs through the public hear-
ing process, appropriate planning or public works commission meetings,
or an informal articulation of the group's point of view to
- 169 -
responsible professional and public officials.
Conceptual Delineation of Actor Groups
The first aspect of the modeling system is the actor delinea-
tion pertinent to the specific case study public works project.
The most obvious group is composed of the residents and land users
adjacent to the proposed peripheral siting and STOL/VTOL develop-
ment options. This group will bear the brunt of any negative im-
pacts, such as noise, air pollution, and related changes in
property values. An examination of the resident's socio-economic
characteristics will yield a preliminary indication of the group's
preferences, and the likely response to the project alternatives
they will articulate. The second actor group is composed of area
residents and land users which are in the same general geographic
jurisdiction, but not immediately adjacent to the site options.
Typically, these are residents and land users within the same
school district, township, or city and are often buffered from the
most immediate adverse project effects, but derive the project
benefits of increased mobility, employment opportunities and added
tax base.
Another particularly significant set of actor groups is the
possible voluntary organizations which may be standing at large, or
- 170 -
previously formed and ready to respond to specific issues such as
wildlife and environmental groups, and commerce and growth associa-
tions. These organizations are essentially citizen lobby groups •
and can bring substantial pressure on local and regional political
actors, thus influencing the decision making structure of the com-
munity. In all succeeding discussions and analysis, reference to
local land users and land users in the same jurisdiction includes
the environmental groups who may come to their aid. Likewise,
commerce and growth lobbies are included in the group subsequently
referenced as financial institutions.
A large geographic actor group to be considered is the
general St. Louis County population. In addition to countywide
socio-economic characteristics, regional development patterns are
an important indicator of public support. Patterns of activity
center location, building density, and transportation orientation
are indicative of the consensus of development perspectives.
The project developers constitute a very specific actor group
to be considered. Their involvement pertaining to a specific site
is dependent on their perception of the development options open to
them, the potential for project implementation, and signals of community
support. These are conceptually and conputationally developed in detail
in the previous section on peripheral STOL location and development
feasibility.
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Two other actor groups are both political in nature. One such
group is the local government, whose jurisdiction relates to the
near and adjoining residents. The elected political decision-makers
have general guidelines with respect to effectiveness of community,'
operation, budget constraints, tax base and functions of municipal
government which would be enhanced by the development options.
However, the elected political leadership is greatly influenced by
resident reaction through voter strength. A conflict between en-
hancement- of city effectiveness due to the presence of development
and pleasing voter reaction may arise if the city has
jurisdiction over a potential zoning change which may emanate from
the development effort. Another political actor group is the county
or regional governmental structure. This group is more concerned
with an aggregate attractive and balanced land development appeal than
with isolated voter appeal. This group may also impose substantive
criteria with respect to the alternatives,in light of the current
long range county or metropolitan land use plan and growth guidelines,
and the prospective zoning changes.
The final actor group to be considered is the set of financial
institutions capable of investing in the privatev aspects of the de-
* • C"> '^ '
velopment. Their activity in the implementatiori^scheme is crucial
for the project's feasibility. The project in question will be
viewed by them as being in competition for funds with other investment
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opportunities,in terms of implementation feasibility, return on
investment, and local and national development perspectives.
Each of these above actor groups is affected by the impacts
of the proposed development in a different manner, depending on
their objectives and values. An analytically composite list of
impacts relevant to the development, and those connected with the pre-
vious peripheral STOL development analysis includes capital cost,
noise, air quality, regional value added, total personal income,
and energy cost. A ranking of impact importance by actor groups
in the St. Louis case study is presented in Table 57. As can
be seen, priorities of concern range from noise and air quality
for adjacent residents,to regional value added (a surrogate for
return on investment) for financial institutions and developers.
If all actor groups functioned in strictly individual ways,
with no knowledge of each others perceptions and implementation
priorities, the project might be impossible to acheive. However,
.typically actors whose perceived values are similar, will coalesce
in order to further their chances for successful project implemen-
tation or rejection. A schematic representation of this inter-
active sequence is presented in Figure 26. Based on the magnitudes
of these interactions, certain groups align themselves behind a
particular development concept. In light of such coalescence, a
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most significant set of actor groups are appropriate governmental
levels of a regulatory nature, i.e.,-the city, county and/or re-
gional government units which have the final decision with res- •*-;,
pect to the typical implementation mechanics of zoning changes,-,, '
permit issuance, etc.(barring judicial intervention through in-
junctions or civil suits). Further, in the dynamics of coalescence
in an n-person game theoretic sense,each individual actor's strategy
is sensitive to changes through plan modification, education, or
rewards. However, the immediate decision of each actor is less
sensitive to modification if he perceives he has a great deal to
lose by altering his original strategy or viewpoint.
Schematic Use of the Above in the Peripheral Location Analysis
Implementation components of the case study peripheral analy-
sis can be analyzed with respect to appropriate actor groups in the
St. Louis metropolitan area. A representative peripheral
location alternative space might consist of:
a STOL port only
a STOL port + Light Industrial Park
aq STOL port + Light Industrial + Heavy Industrial
Facilities
a STOL port - Transportation Center with Commer-
cial "hotel activities
ft *-J c
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a Null alternative - do nothing
Further, the analysis formulated a state space of:
S Conditions Ideal for Development
S Some Aspects favorable for Development
S Few Aspects Favorable for Development
O
S Development impossible
Based on interviews with zoning lawyers, real estate appraisers,
developers, financial institution officers, and review of recent
non-residential zoning cases on the St. Louis metropolitan peri-
phery, a predicted initial response of each of the actor groups
17
with respect to alternatives a , , a was developed. This is
portrayed in Table 58,wherein the elements of the table are proba-
bilities which represent the relative support each actor group will
give to each alternative if called to respond competitively to a-
nother actor group's point of view, e.g., in activities of placing
statements of record in a zoning or project public hearing, or in
pre-hearing defense of individual viewpoints to a select audience
of professional analysts and/or political decision makers. The
probabilities are informative, in that they offer initial monitoring
of the actor group's sensitivity to specific project alternatives.
These probabilities, as stated above, may be changed through educa-
Table 58
\ I
ACTOR GROUP INDIVIDUAL RELATIVE SUPPORT OF ALTERNATIVES
n.
YSjt. Louis Area
Ajctor Groups
!
,
-
A
i
L
L
E
£
F
d
ci_
C
u
I
djacent Res-
dents £ Land
sers
and Users £
esidents in -
ame Geogra->'
hie Juris-r
iction
t. Louis
ounty Land •
sers
eveloper
Local Juris-
diction E-
* ejected Poli-
STOL port
only
al
.10
.20
STOL port +
Light Indu-
strial Park
a2
.5
.10
i
.15
.10
jt^ ical Deci- i
s|ion-Makers
St. Louis
Qounty E-
liected Poli-
tical Deci-
sion-Makers
Iinancial
Institutions
.10
.5
.10
.15
.20
STOL port +
Light Indu-
strial +
Heavy Indu-
strial Fa-
cilities
a3
0.0
. 5
.15
.60
\
.15 .10
1
f
.15
.15
.25
.25
STOL port-
. Transporta-
tion Center
with Commer-
cial £ Hotel
Activities
a4
.15
.15
.15
.10
.15
.15
.30
i
Null-
Do Nothing
35
.70
.50
.40
0.0
.50
.40
.20
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tion, alteration of plan alternatives to those more appealing to
a particular viewpoint, or through reward or compensation to a
group which perceives itself disenfranchised in the decision pro-
cess. The probabilities are useful, not for their precise quanti-
tative value, but as forms of the P'(9.) in the previous section.
That is, a cursory review of them over all possible groups and
development actions yields a subjective, but orderly information
basis from which to forecast general success of development based
on local -and regional decisic ~> makers interaction, and to initial-
ize the P'(©.) simultaneous to reviewing historical and, economic
conditions with respect to formulating the P(Z JE, , 0.).
u '-.K 1
Coalescence- Emergence of Decision Patterns
The above process is simplified as coalescence of actor groups
emerges, yielding fewer proponent groups, and revised responses to
more crystallized alternatives. As can be concluded from Table 58,
the adjacent land users and those in the same area have relatively
high preference for no development. At the other extreme, the de-
veloper and financial institutions support development which offers
an attractive rate of return. As per the analysis in the preceding
section, the developer perceives maximum rate of return on a_, com-
bining "leasing and sales activity of commercial and industrial land
uses. The financial institutions' response reflects their desire to
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spread their risk, and look carefully at all private options
prior to decisions for placement of resources. The county land,
users'response,reflects an aggregate indifference to the project,
--. •
while St. Louis County political decision-makers attempt to bal- «,
ance their response yet revealing a desire for development with high
rate of return (a the lignt-heavy industry combination) for the
u /
county and metropolitan area economic health. The local jurisdic-
tion has developed an extremely balanced response, revealing its
desire to react to citizen pressure in the decision.
As such, it is possible to predict the coalescence of those
groups having like rankings on the impacts of Table 57, and similar
levels of relative support for specific projects, and to also identify
those groups who are initially neutral. The predicted set of
coalesced actor groups in the St. Louis area is shown in Figure/27.
i
It is at this point in the decision process that predictable
shifts of support may occur, due to education, modification of al-
ternatives and/or compensation. A demonstration of this yields the
predicted alternate choice of a •, as a development which may have
the concensus of groups for its implementation (the STOL + Trans-
portation Center + Commercial/Hotel Complex arrived at through the
RBEV technique in the previous section).
Figure .27
EMERGING COALESCED GROUPS IN CASE STUDY PERIPHERAL LOCATION DECISIONS O
PATTERNS
Coalesced
group
1
Do Nothing:
Adjacent land
owners
Land owners in
same geographic
jurisdiction
STOL Port + Light Industry
Coalesced
group
2
.+ Heavy Industry:
Developers
Financial
Institutions
Uncommitted:
Coalesced
group
3
St. Louis County Land Users
Local Jurisdiction Elected Political Decision-
Makers
St. Louis County Elected Political Decision-
Makers
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The groups in Figure.27 represent the final framework for con-
flict and stand-off, or compromise. Major development with exces-
sive environmental impact will be vetoed by group 1. The developer
and financial institutions through their legal resources and com-
merce lobby will pressure for a development, but one which is
sound from a risk perspective with respect to the financial insti-
tutions 'risk-aversion viewpoint. The uncommitted group 3 composed
of government and political groups, and the citizens at large de-
sire opportunity for development, but not with excessive environ-
mental degradation, or at the expense of voter appeal.
As these viewpoints are reviewed across all groups through ap-
propriate professional briefing and interaction, it is predicted
that a compromise will be developed which allows development to
occur that is as innocuous as possible to the residents of the
area, and rewards them for their inconvenience through lowered tax
base due to presence of development, and entities of the develop-
ment which have a valid and currently nonexistent amenity level
in the community. Further, such a compromise should be beneficial
to the county at large, and innocuous to .the political decision-
makers ' concerns.
In light of the above exhaustive compromise criteria, the ex-
treme alternatives of do nothing vs. presence of heavy industrial
- 182 -
will be rejected and a , the transportation center + commercial/
hotel complex will be fostered as an alternative^; with predicted, .^g'1
potential success for implementation and associated zoning changes
and permit issuances. The development risk fits the financial in-
stitutions' requirements, and its opportunities nominally fit the
developers objectives. The education of the local and surrounding
residents with respect to the recognizable rewards of lowered tax
base, and the advantages of improved shopping and entertainment ac-
cessibility, and the opportunity for improved multimodal regional
commuting and travel options, has a reasonable chance of shifting
their relative support to a level of acceptance that yields imple-
mentation. The local and county political decision-makers and
citizens at large are able to foresee a project implementation
which improves their economic health, without severe adverse poli-
tical reactions. Thus, the ultimate predicted Pareto Optimal
project is a , based on intensive review of actor groups, and dia-
logue across them by the professional and planner-engineer during
proiject formulation.
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Conclusions
In concluding this socio-political section on implementation,
it should be emphasized that value of this implementation predic- .
tion approach is not in its quantitative accuracy, or outcome, but
in offering a logical and quantitative format to develop conclu-
sions, through their relative accuracy, as to predictable response
of actor groups in public works decision processes, and thereby
develop planning and engineering alternatives which have predicta-
ble potentials for compromise.
As is obvious, the engineer-planner must develop a capable
insight into the actor groups and their preferences- This is
axiomatic in modern public works implementation. The modified sto-
chastic gaming model develop herein allows him to position himself
in the decision process to make orderly and conclusive use of these
insights, and offers a platform for negotiation with actor groups
and a framework for developing meaningful changes in project loca-
tion and site design alternatives.
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SECTION D - REGIONAL STQL/VTOL INVESTMENT ANALYSIS
The objective of this section is the development of a framework
for analysis of STOL/VTOL facility investments as components "of the
St. Louis metropolitan regional transportation system, serving as
viable commuter alternatives, and having recognizable impact on
land use, growth and economic issues associated with regional trans-
portation resources.
Specifically, the analysis will seek to discover.if: STOL/
VTOL is a commuter alternative to others proposed for a metropolitan
region such as St. Louis; what are the user costs, benefits and sub-
sidy assumptions, and are there particular regional growth states
and/or economic patterns which STOL/VTOL investment are particularly
suited, or not suited for. The following discussion unfolds the
analytic approach using Markovian Decision Theory, the testing of a
STOL/VTOL system along with other transportation options in the St.
Louis region, and integrates appropriate regional economic and en-
vironmental issues into the analysis. Conclusions with respect to
the above are presented in Chapter VI.
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Problem Structure
The problem structure is developed by the quantification of
 4,."'
several system attributes; the system state space, appropriate v'
: i* *
transportation alternatives, transition probabilities, and state
rewards. These will be elaborated on below, and integrated to ac-
tivate the analysis.
System States
The formal state space reflects the prominence of various
regional activities, and associated development patterns. Each
state can be described by. value.: levels of critically descriptive
state variables. In this analysis, the' following variables are
used to form the state definition: a.) population density, b.)
non-residential core floor space,.c.) non-residential corridor
floor space, d.) regional value added, and e.) total personal in-
come. As such, five recognizable states of regional development
were identified, which are: core dominant, corridor dominant,
*,
satellite communities (non-core dominant), land use dormant (re-
*
gion stable) and land use in decline (region unstable). The* states
and the corresponding threshold variable values are presented in Table 59,
and are schematically depicted in Figure 28. Thus, as is obvious
Figure 28
ALTERNATIVE STATES OF METROPOLITAN ST. LOUIS REGIONAL
DEVELOPMENT
11 Core Dominant
fflI
Activity Center
High Density
||| Medium Density
j^p Low Density
2. Corridor Dominant
3. Satellite Centers
..Activity Center
High Density
||| Medium Density
=j^ Lpw Density
Activity Center
i* '
High jDensity
111 Medium";'Density
'— Low-Density. -
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Figure 28 continued
Region Stable Activity Center
High Density
jjl Medium Density
r^ Low Density
5. Region in Decline
1 -~
Activity Center
High Density
Medium Density
Low Density
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TABLE 59
ST. LOUIS REGION STATE SPACE FORMULATION
STATE VARIABLE
Core Dominant
Corridor
Dominant
Satellite
Communities
A 40% increase (core)
A 200% increase
not apply
A 100% increase
A 70% increase
>100% increase (corridor)
> 40% increase
>200% increase
>100% increase
>70% increase
>300% increase
<40% increase
200% increase (satellite)
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TABLE 59 continued
STATE VARIABLE
Satellite (cont.)
Communities
Land Use Dormant
Land Use in
Decline
d > 100% increase
O
e0 > 70% increase
O
<
'
 b
50% increase
40-70% increase i
"5 ^1' U2' U3' '
dj. <50% increase
o
ncrease
- 189 -
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core dominance reflects a major revitalization of downtown, corridor
dominant reflects a definite controlled non-residential growth along
major corridors, a satellite city concept reflects balancing of
regional dominance through several outlying "growth centers".
The land use dormant state reflects the status quo, and the region
in decline reflects a status quo, or loss of income producing land,
with the region in a worsened position as measured by economic
criteria. The associated floor space and income levels describing
each state are those threshold levels which have typically accom- -
panied the particular spatial description of a specific growth pat-
tern .
Transportation Alternatives
The formalized transportation alternatives were selected on the
basis of current options under study in the metropolitan St. Louis
19Comprehensive Transportation Study, and are shown in Figure 18.
These are described below, in addition to the STOL/VTOL option in-
cluded for analysis.
The first alternative represents a program of highway improve-
ments of a limited nature; basically, completing work only on pro-
jects currently scheduled for completion in 20 years. This repre-
sents approximately 50 miles of construction of new facilities and
- 191 -
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13
EAST-WECT GATEWAY COORDINATINQ COUNCIL
LEGEND
NEW CONSTRUCTION*
IMPROVEMENTS TO AN EXISTING FACILITY*
EXISTING FREEWAY
EXISTING FACILITY
RAILROADS
COUNTY LINE
CORDON LINE
"only major improvements are shown
Figure 29
ALTERNATIVE 1
Source: The 1995 Highway and Transit Plan for the St. Louis Area,
A Review and Update", East-West Gateway Coordinating
Council, St. Louis, MO, March 1974.
,•".*>
'•'I •' *•"•
i3 ';?:r.'.'
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EAST-WEST GATEWAY COORDINATING COUNCIL
LEGEND
NEW CONSTRUCTION*
IMPROVEMENTS TO AN EXISTING FACILITY*
EXISTING FREEWAY
EXISTING FACILITY
RAILROADS
COUNTY LINE
CORDON LINE
"only major improvements are shown
STOL Port
Figure 30
ALTERNATIVE 2
Source: The 1995 Highway and Transit Plan for the St. Louis Area,
A Review and Update", East-West Gateway Coordinating
Council, St. Louis, MO, March 1974.
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13
EAST-WEST GATEWAY COORDINATING COUNCIL
LEGEND
— NEW CONSTRUCTION*
IMPROVEMENTS TO AN EXISTING FACILITY*
— EXISTING FREEWAY
— EXISTING FACILITY
— RAILROADS
— COUNTY LINE
— CORDON LINE
"only major improvements are shown
®VTOL Port
Figure 31
ALTERNATIVE 3
Source: The 1995 Highway and Transit Plan for the St. Louis Area,
A Review and Update", East-West Gateway Coordinating
Council, .St. Louis, MO, March 1974. ••
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LEGEND
NEW CONSTRUCTION*
IMPROVEMENTS TO AN EXISTING FACILITY*
EXISTING FREEWAY
EXISTING FACILITY
RAILROADS
COUNTY LINE
CORDON LINE
"only major improvements are shown
Figure 32
ALTERNATIVE
Source: The 1995 Highway and Transit Plan for the St. Louis Area,
A Review and Update", East-West Gateway Coordinating
Council, St. Louis, MO, March 1974.
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EAST-WEST GATEWAY COORDINATING COUNCIL
LEGEND
NEW CONSTRUCTION*
IMPROVEMENTS TO AN EXISTING FACILITY*
EXISTING FREEWAY
EXISTING FACILITY
RAILROADS
COUNTY LINE - ;.
CORDON LINE
*only major improvements are shown
STOL Port
Figure 33
ALTERNATIVE 5
Source: The 1995 Highway and Transit Plan for the St. Louis Area,
A Review and Update", East-West Gateway Coordinating
Council, St. Louis, MO, March 1974.
15
EAST-WEST GATEWAY COORDINATING COUNCIL
LEGEND
NEW CONSTRUCTION*
IMPROVEMENTS TO AN EXISTING FACILITY*
EXISTING FREEWAY
EXISTING FACILITY
RAILROADS V ?
COUNTY LINE ;-X :
CORDON LINE ;
"only major improvements are shown
VTOL Port : '.'.'•' '
Figure 34
ALTERNATIVE 6
Source: The 1995 Highway and Transit Plan for the St. Louis Area,
A Review and Update", East-West Gateway Coordinating
Council, St. touis, MO, March 1974.
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375 miles of improvements to existing major roadways. The total
system would be composed of approximately 250 miles of freeways
and 1300 miles of major arterials, totalling to 1550 miles of ma-
jor roadway facilities.
Alternative two combines the above limited highway improve-
ment alternative with a STOL commuter system. The STOL system
would involve three STOL Port facilities located approximately 25
miles from, a STOL port in the central core area, for a total of
four regional STOL ports.
The third alternative again includes the limited highway im-
provements of alternative one, and couples these with a VTOL sys-
tem. This system would spatially consist of three peripheral VTOL
ports plus a downtown port.
The fourth alternative is a moderate highway, and major tran-•
sit improvement program. This alternative involves the previous
limited highway improvements program, plus 170 miles of new facili-
ties and 600 more miles of improvements to existing major facilities,
yielding a total metropolitan highway component of approximately 300
miles of freeways, and 1360 miles of arterials. In addition, a
transit component is included which would consist of a proposed 100
mile set of rail rapid transit trunk lines, plus extension to three
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outlying activity centers, with appropriate feeder bus service
throughout the region. The total transit system thus includes
151 miles of rail rapid transit, plus a feeder bus system .of 2716
route miles.
Alternative five is also composed of two parts. The first
part is a major highway improvement program, in addition to the
limited improvements of the first alternative. A total of 270
miles of new highways would be added plus improvements to 780
existing miles of highways. The total major roadway mileage would
be 1700 miles, composed of 300 miles of freeways and 1400 miles of
arterials. The second component of this alternative is a regional
STOL system identical to that described in the second alternative.
: Alternative six involves the major highway improvement program
..described -in alternative five, plus a VTOL system, as outlined for
alternative three.
Transition Probabilities •, .
The matrix of transition probabilities is, composed of the ' V
probabilities of the system, currently in state i , moving to state ,
j, in the next transition. Here the transition time period is ten
years, which reflects the time span required for land use patterns
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to develop recognizable shifts which have regional growth implica-
tions. The properties of probability measures of relevance are:
N •P.. = 1 where i = 1,2, ... N for N states
0 4 P- • 4 1
A P.. matrix also exists for each alternative, and we have
k
* • N
where k = 1,2, ... 6 for the six alternatives under study. This
reflects the inherent degree of association of changes of regional
growth patterns by virtue of employment of particular types of-transportation
investment, and the classic land use-transportation feedback mech-
anism. These transition probability matrices are presented in
Table 60 for each alternative. The values in the Table reflect
historical and research knowledge of the effect a particular trans-
portation system has on land use patterns, as well as prevailing
and likely future trends in regional land use patterns. In ad-
dition, by theorizing that the system can behave as an ergodic
markov process, the steady state probabilities ~n-^  are also presented
over the various alternatives. These are the long run probabilities that
'^'il^'^'
 f
the system will be found in a particular state i at any time of inr^ v
•'"- •"'*••'
'•* *' *
, •( •• '
vestigation t. ''.-,;,
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Reward Matrices
The reward matrices for the states of the system reflect the
gains to the regional system in its transition from state i to
state j during the next 10 year time interval. Here again, the
reward matrix is specific to the individual transportation alter-
natives due to differing costs and beneficial impacts of employing
a specific transportation alternative. Notationally we have:
R = |r. . I where i, j = 1,2, ...5H
k = 1,2, ...6
The final reward matrices for the various alternatives are presented
in Table 60 through Table 66. Two major approaches were employed in
arriving at the reward values, r.. . Each will now be detailed below.
Value Added Approach
The transition from state i to j , will yield an alteration
in dollar value of regional activity. A reasonable surrogate for
regional value added is total income generated through addition of
non-residential floor space. Thus, a reward matrix of shifts in
regional value added due to the existence of different states and
associated transportation alternatives could be developed. Current
practice indicates the average building cost of commercial and
- 201 -
TABLE 60 ' ;';,,
STATE TRANSITION PROBABILITIES
and
Alternative
1
2
State
1
2
3
4
5
1
2
3
4
5
A
STEADY STATE PROBABILITIES
1
.50
.20
.05
.05
.10
.30
.20
.20
.10
.10
2
.10
.40
.20
.15
.10
.20
.25
.20
.20
.10
.35 .20
2 ' .25 .20
3 I 3 .25 .15
1
4
5
6
3
.10
.20
.60
.20
.10
.30
.40
4
.20
.10
.10
.40
.10
.15
.
.10
.50 .05
.20 .40
5
.10
.10
.05
.20
.60
.05
.05
.05
.10
.10 j .15 .55
t '
J*-
Steady TT. State
.162
.193
.272
.166
.206
.194
.199
.354
.140
.114
| i ' ' "•
.35 .05 .05 , .244
\ *
.40 } .10 .05 ( .165
1
.50 ! .05 .05 | .385
4 .10 .15 ! .25 j .40 .10 .105
'
5 .10 .10 I .15 .15
I I
1 .20 .40
! ^
.30 ( .08
2 .20 .60 I .15 j .04
3 .20 .30 j .30
3
4 jj .10 .25
5
1
2
3
:
.05
.20
.15
!
.35
.15 .45
.20 ) .30
4 1 .15
5 j .10
4
•
2
3
:
 ""Vii;,
Jf
. . - .,
.20 '
.15
.20
.10
.10
I .30
.15 ;
.30
.40
.25
.25
.15
.15
.15
.35
.25
.35
.20
••.20
.40
.30
•••
.'40 - '•
.30
.20
.15
.50
^wmowwvtmwWTwai
.02
.01
.05
.40 j .10
.25
.05
.10
.10
.30
.15
.05
.10
. .10,
.40
.05
.05
.05
.05
.40
.05
.05
;-.^°5:<
*'• '
:
'i" • "*•• -•
.30 T-' vV0S'.-' •
1 • ' : :'.
.15 .40
. r
.100
.180
.434
.208
.126
.052
.169
.349
.285
.119 ' ••
.077
.166
.296 -'•; .
,344 _"• '•••,;;• '
,;.£•'" •s:?-f;V d2&*; ' • • • • " "
.068
TABLE 61 REWARD MATRIX ALTERNATIVE 1
STATE
1
2
3
4
5
1
2751
1652
1642
2381
2627
2
-1031
1686
577
593
1512
. . .
3
-1574
-510
1142
514
987
4
-2312
-251
-385
731
1178
5
-2560
-1412
-610
-1217
239
( $ X 10°)
TABLE 62 REWARD MATRIX ALTERNATIVE 2
STATE
1
2
3
4
5
' 1
2758
1659
1649
2388
2634
2
-1024
1693
584
600
1519
3
-1567
-503
1149
521
994
4
-2305
-244
-378
738
1185
5
-2553
-1405
-603
-1210
246
( $ X 10°)
TABLE 63 REWARD MATRIX ALTERNATIVE 3
STATE
. 1
2
o
4
5
H
2754
1655
1645
2384
-•' .2630
2
-1028
1689
580
596
1515
3
-.1571
-507
1145
. 517
990
4
-2309
-248
-382
734
1181
5
-2558
-1409
-607
-1214
246
( $ X 10 )
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TABLE 64 REWARD MATRIX ALTERNATIVE 4
STATE
1
2
3
4
5
1
2842
1743
1733
. 2472
2718
2
-940
1777
668
681
1603
3
-1483
-419
1233
605
1078
4
-2221
-160
-294
822
1269
5
-2469
-1321
519
-1126
330
(S x 10°)
TABLE 65 REWARD MATRIX ALTERNATIVE 5
STATE
1
-
2
3
4
5
1
2458
.
1877
1867
2606
2852
2
-806
• 1911
802
818
1737
3
-1349
•
-285
1367
739
1212
4
-2065
-26
-160
956
1403
5
-2335
-1187
-385
-992
464
( $ X 10°)
TABLE . 66 REWARD MATRIX ALTERNATIVE 6
STATE , .
.'1* " "•'••
/ 2
3
4
5
1
2454
1873
1863
2602
2848
2
-810
1907
798
814
1733
3
-1353
-289
1363
735
1208
4
-2069
-30
-164
952
1399
5
-2339
-1191
-389
-996
460
$ x io6)
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industrial floor space is $11.00/sq. ft. If a 12% profit is allowed
the builder, this indicates a primary monetary gain to the system of-
$12.32 for each square foot of additional commercial or industrial
19floor space constructed. Therefore, based on the state character-
istics b , c for n = 1,2,..,5, a crude approximation figure can
be reached for the additional change in primary monetary effects on
the region due to floor space that will be added in each of the
states.
The second component of r... is the classical net benefits
evaluation of user savings and costs associated with particular
transportation alternatives. Development of these cash flow para-
meters utilized value of time employed in the analysis of STOL/VTOL
systems of the previous sections. Therefore, the element:
r..k = Vk + NBk
k
where: V = $value generated through change in non-residential
construction
NB = user net benefits of alternative k.
The Markovian solution for the model was carried over two ten year
iterations to be compatible with the 20 year transportation -plan-
ning horizon used in the St. Louis Region. ^ -e C
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.Interpretation
The Markbvian solution approach maximizes the test quantity
k ?C k k 20
q + AP.. V. for each state of the system overall alternatives.
For a complete coverage of the mathematics see Appendix.C.
However, one modification was established: due to the long lead
time of constructing facilities within the planning horizon, and the
sunk cost, inflexible nature of system-wide transportation programs,
it was presumed, for purposes of model computation, that the system
as chosen optimal through analysis would be held constant as to
implementation policies of the chosen alternative over the 20 year horizon
period. Thus, there would be no "totally shelving the
adopted plan" as is often done in the real world midway through a
planning horizon, based on annual updates.
The solution approach involves the maximization of the test
quantity over each state of the system. The values for this quantity
for the various alternatives are given in Table 67.
The alternative that maximizes this quantity is then selected for
each state. This decision or policy vector of optimal alternatives
over all states is presented in Table 68 along with the maximized
k T* k k
values of q. + i-P. . V . .
i ID ]
<!-
These results indicate the optimal transportation alternative to
be implemented. In other words, given the current state of the system,
TABLE 67
COMPUTATION OF TEST QUANTITIES
ALTERNATIVE 1
State
i V
2
3
4
5
First
Iteration
396.6 -377.2
i
736.7
813.7
359.8
773.8
-37.1
39.9
-414
0
V( i)
Second
Iteration
-569.5
-81.9
74.7
-517.3
i
0
w^
125.4
613.0
769.6
177.6
694.9
I
Q(l'), V(I) in $106
ALTERNATIVE 2
STATE
1
2
3
4
5
Q(i)
-320.9
459.2
972.1
637.2
827.8
V(i)
First
Iteration
-1148.7
-419.6
144.3
-190.6
0
V(i)
Second
Iteration
-1391.4
-484.5
64.5
-256.6
q? +IP2. V.21
 i] D
-734.7
172.2
721.2
391.1
i • i
0 !• 656.7 I
Q(I), V(I) in $106
ALTERNATIVE 3
!' State
1
2
3
4
 . ,-
5?yv£,.
•;. WO -
-35.0
453.5
943.0
629.3
•- , ;,863..2:'
First
Iteration
-898.2
-409.7
79.8
-233.9
0
Second
Iteration
-1129.8
-1119.8
-24.3
-304.8
o-7'**
' '•''"•/.:•; •'•'•'•' - 206 -
qi + ij J
-419.7
156.1
'
685.8 1\
405.3
'I:w.i ,-;--
TABLE 67 Continued
.ALTERNATIVE 4
STATE
" 1
2
3
4
5
Q(i)
-479.6
1061.7
846.8
724.5
987.3
V(i)
First
Iteration
-1466.9
74.4
-140.5
-262.8
°
V(i)
Second
Iteration
-2305.6
-64.3
-344.2
-367.7
0
4 v 4 4q. +2-P. . V.i 13 ]
-806
781.7
494.5
471
838.7
ALTERNATIVE 5
STATE Q(i)
1 1 -482.8
V(i)
First
Iteration
V(i)
Second
Iteration
-1613.1 -1847.4
i J
! 2 1008.4
!
3 j 1057.2
4 1021.3
5 1184.3
-100. -284.8
-51.2 -306.7
-87.1 -271.7
0 j 0
qi ij J
-862.7
699.9
678 ]
713
984.7
ALTERNATIVE 6
STATE
i
j
1
2
3
4
5
-513.9
+894.1
1081.4
920
1180.3
1
First j Second
Iteration j Iteration
-1694.2
-206.2
-98.9
-260.3
0
-1900.4
-410.6
-303.7
;
-337.9
0
qi ij J !
j
-991.2
469.8
605.5
571.3
909.2 1
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TABLE 68
POLICY VECTOR
. STATE
1
f\
3
4
5
POLICY k
1
*
1
5
5
i
. . .
*
q*+Zp*v*i ID 3
125.4
781.7
769.6
713.0
984.7
* ( X 10 dollars)
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state i, the system will maximize its. value twenty years hence by
ft
implementing alternative k. The test quantity is equal to:
q . k + £ E . . k V . . k = V . k + g ki -4-=1 i] i] . .1
where
„ k k
V T £
is the value of currently being in state i plus the gain g to the
system due to implementing specific alternative k. The complete
illustration of such results is shown in the policy vector of
Table 68. For example, given the system currently in state one,
then policy one will maximize the system value plus gain with a
value of $125.4 X 10 . Similarily, policy four will maximize this
system reward with $781.7 X 10 . For states three, four and five,
policies one, five and five respectively, will maximize the system
K fi
rewards with the respective values of $769.6 X 10 , $713.0 X 10 ,
and $984.7 X 10 . These dollar values represent the monetary
value accruing to the system after two ten year transitions, based
^
on the r. . input as defined previously.
Examination of the policy vector yields some interesting con-
.elusions. The limited highway alternative 1 is invoked if the
-,system is presently in either a core dominant or satellite state.
An interpretation is that the region would only suffer reverses
- 210 -
through implementing other major transportation alternatives
which yielded opportunities for regional dispersal of activi-
ties thus defeating the objective of state 1, or providing op-
portunities for an over abundance of satellite center attempts,
ultimately yielding ineffective exploitation of state four.
The corridor dominant state 3 is obviously enhanced by alterna-
tive 4-, with associated spinal growth patterns along the transit
and highway alignments. The status quo and regional declining
land use, states 5 and 6, respectively, both optimize on major
highway construction in conjunction with a regional STOL system.
This has a tenative interpretation that a regional STOL invest-
ment may have a certain constructive "shock" value to a region
in need of increased activity. This may result from the input
of another transportation entity, and the associated land use
and circulation changes in the vicinity of the STOL ports. Al-
tered commuter and recreational travel patterns and regional op-
portunities may result, due to the presence of an alternative
form of travel, and potential user invocation of a higher value
of travel time.
kValue Matrix Approach for Input of r.. .
kThis section develops an alternate approach to r.. formulation,
to incorporate social and environmental concerns, along with re-
gional economic wealth criteria in the analysis. It follows a
format similar to section B, in the peripheral development
model. First each alternative is ranked according to its attain-
ment of a certain impact, i.e. capital cost, noise pollution, levels
of relevant regional value added, etc. Each alternative receives a
value of 1 through 6 depending on its position relative to the other
alternatives under consideration.
Next, the impact factors are weighted for each state of the
system. This is necessitated by the fact that certain impacts are
of greater consequence for various system states. For example,
noise and air pollution are extremely important in the core dominant
state while energy costs occupy a much more prominent weight in the
third state, that of the satellite cities concept.
Each alternative is then given a score based on the rank value
and associated weight. This score is determined by:
m ,
score = ]£. r w
•i ., *ik x=l
where i = state of system i = 1,2..,5
k = alternative . k = 1,2..,6
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r = rank value of that alternative
w = weight of that impact . ;
X " •.?.''
• y.
x = number of impacts x = 1,2. .--..",7. '•....-.'
The various values for the rank values, weights, and scores.-are ' -'/
presented in Tables 69 through 73. It should be noted that both ~;
capital cost and net benefits are included in the impacts. Al-
though this may appear to be double counting, review of recent
UMTA ground transportation decisions reveals that federal deci-
sion-makers are highly sensitive to the pure capital costs of a
sunk cost system, regardless of B/C ratios. Hence, both are in-
cluded, to adequately portray the. user benefits relative to costs
incurred, and the sensitivity to pure capital cost. The highest
possible score would be 168, reflecting an alternative rank of 6
]^for each of the 7 'impacts. Reward matrices R.. are then calcu-F
 ID
^
lated. Here R.. is defined by:
13
r.. = (score ., ) - /'score ., ) i = j
ID \ 3]; / \ ik /
and by . •
k
r. . = score ., i = ni] ik
with the terms as defined previously. These reward matrices for
each alternative are presented in Tables 74 through 79.
The solution technique is the same as that previously described;.•, .-. •-'
A policy vector, shown in Table 80, is determined with an element for
each state of the system. This policy element is that transportation
alternative which will yield the highest level of impact acheivement
'after-two, ten year periods. •- . - ,, ./ • . , ' . . : *siy - • - - . . V •*• -,- , •' .- . . . . -j.
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TABLE REWARD MATRIX ALTERNATIVE 1
STATE
1
2
3
4
5
1
94
16
15
2
31
-
2
-16
78
-1
-14
15
•
-15 .
1
79
-13
16
— ~ — "-
4
-2
+14
13
92
29
5
-31
-15
i
-16 |
-29 |
1
63 !
TABLE 75 REWARD MATRIX ALTERNATIVE 2
STATE
1
2
3
•
4
5
_L
80
-5.5
-3
-9.5
.5
2
5.5
85.5
2.5
-4
6
3
3
-2.5
83
-6.5
3.5
4
9.5
4
6.5
89.5 •
10
5
-.5
-6
-3.5
i
-10 i
79.5 !
TABLE 76 REWARD MATRIX ALTERNATIVE 3
STATE
1
2
3
4
5
i ; 2
74
-2.5
5
.5
3.5
2.5
76.5
7.5
O
6
34 *
-5
-7.5
69
-4.5
-1.5
-.5
o
4.5
73.5
3
5
-3.5
-6
1 . 5 . 1
-3
70.5
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TABLE 77 REWARD MATRIX ALTERNATIVE 4
STATE
1
2
3
4
1
120
-2
-9
8
2
2
122
-7
10
1
3
9
7
129
7
5 -13 -11 -4
4
-8
-10
-7
112
5
13
11
4
21
-21 ! 133
' • i '
TABLE 78 REWARD MATRIX ALTERNATIVE 5
STATE
1
2
3
4
5
,
1 2 3
J
113 4.5 8
-4.5 I 117.5 3.5
4
2.5
5
12.5
}
-2 i 8
i
-8 , -3.5 121 -5.5
-2.5
-12.5
I
-8
5-5 1 115.5
-4.5 -10
4.5
10
125.5
TABLE 79 REWARD MATRIX ALTERNATIVE 6
.STATE
1
. 2
i
3
4
5
1
97
-11.5
-4
-5.5
-19.5
2
11.5
108.5
3
4
-7.5
i
7.5
6
-8
101
-1.5
-15.5
4
5.5
-6
1.5
102.5
-14
5
19.5
8
15.5
14
116.5
TABLE 80
IMPACT ANALYSIS POLICY VECTOR, SECOND ITERATION
State
i '
i !
' 2
•
3
!
4
; 5
, n v v
Test Quantity q£ + £ P± . V.
Alternative
1
31.6
26.3
43.9
15.8
43.0
2
12.7
5.9
29.3
17.6
39.0
3
15.4
6.1
30.7
20.1
32.1
4
32.5
86.0
36.6
61.9
5
24.6
6
26.0
52.7 j 44.4
35.3
34.2
{
48.6 I 42.2
42.2
31.1
37.7
Max. Policy
32.5 4
86.0 4 i
43.9
61.9
48.6
1
4
4
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As shown, given the system in state one, the core dominant case,
the fourth transportation alternative of moderate highway and major
transit improvements will produce the optimal reward set in terms
of the impact herein analyzed. Similarily, for state two again
alternative four maximizing the impacts. For state three, four,
and five alternatives one, four and four maximizing the impacts
respectively.
As can be noted from comparing this policy vector to the pre-
vious one, substantial alterations of optimal choices of alterna-
tives occur when the broadened impact criteria are included in the
analysis. The moderate highway and transit alternative was domi-
nant for all regional states except the satellite city concept of
state 3. Alternative 4 apparently fits regional value structure
so developed herein, with a minimum of environmental and energy
costs, regardless of the present patterns of growth state of the
region. The optimizing of the satellite city concept, state 3, by
a limited highway program, can be interpreted as a statement of not
exploiting opportunities for further regional outlying centers past
their level of existence found in state 3, due to ultimate inef-
ficiency of patterns of energy use, and potential environmental
•-' i ' -f
 '> • i
effects brought on by new highway construction as required to fur-
ther .'disperse the region.. •rj.STOL or VTOL options were not optimal
for any state in this.broadened analysis, due to implications of
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energy cost, levels of user net benefits and system capital in-
vestments, in light of the regional value structure imposed on
the analysis.
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CHAPTER VI
CONCLUSIONS
As in any research endeavor, intensive association with the
analytic efforts and policy and procedural issues which arise over the
contract period yields some substantive conclusions from the re-
search. In this particular study, conclusions are offered with
respect to both the leverage and limitations offered by use of
types of analytic techniques, and perspectives towards policy
questions raised from the analysis of current air transport ope-
rations. These latter are often fruitful, even necessary areas
for immediate further research.
General Conclusions in Dealing with Example Problems
1) Analytic methods can be used to test a carrier's preferred
strategy in light of his organization's.objectives and its
,' economic health, particularly in the areas','ofi scheduling,
fare and route requests. Certain uncertainties in- demand
and weighting of objectives come into play, and simple
statistical decision analysis can help to illuminate these
.'.&' VC; - 225 -
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and test the strategy's preliminary sensitivity to them.
2) Likewise, a temporal analysis such as dynamic programming,
along with reasonable cost analysis and projections, and
capable monitoring, can allow more knowledgeable and
defensible assembly of research and development program
trajectories. Such program assembly in any R£D group has
classically been difficult to achieve. An algorithmic
synthesis of relevant combinations of options in light of
federal trends does allow some logic and order to surface
in the analysis and program defense. The problem must be
kept to a manageable size, and made to internally function
in a logical manner.
3) Certain scheduling phenomena, such as the rural commuter
scheduling problem of Chapter IV, are difficult to analyze
due to cumbersome scheduling alternatives open to the opera-
tor at a regional level. The capability of efficient devel-
opment of scheduling alternatives, and/or accurate isola-
tion of loss or gain associated with an option and the
current travel demand is critical. Efficient analysis
was possible by studying the system as a Markovian Decision
Problem. Based on.the example case study data and options
studied in Chapter IV, operating losses for the travel
- 227 - . .„. — ',>;;;,/: ;:v '•. • . • ' • - . - '
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patterns were discovered. . As such, the options open for ' *''"•
consideration are:
a) A more creative set of scheduling and
service patterns.
b) A highly truncated service pattern,
which may be ineffective in regional
travel benefits.
c) The issue of subsidies arises with
several associated viewpoints:
i) should free enterprise obtain,
yielding less operators and/or
extremely sparse service patterns?
ii) should such rural development,
growth and tourism be subsidized
as an aggressive move towards good
regional citizenship, parallel to
the FHWA Economic Growth Highway
Program? If so, who or what
fraction of incidence should the
subsidy fall on? Possibilities are
the federal, state, region, com--'•'*'-
munities serviced and/or resort and •
industrial sources who are enhanced.
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Should this subsidy be given to a
private operator or should the
airline system be a state or re-
gional jurisdictional ownership
for public service, much like mass
transit systems operating in urban
metropolitan areas?
Case Study Analysis
1) Downtown Case
In development of analysis for the downtown case, simulation was
found to be an appropriate analytic approach, due to its capability
to employ various modal trip distributions in the analysis, and
its ability to break the problem efficiently into a large number
of individual entities, or modules, each of which are self-contained,
and significant analysis issues in their own right. Linked to this,
the capability to efficiently iterate over a series of subsidy
figures against reasonable ranges of fare levels yielded appropriate
output for the decision-maker. Against these analytic points, the
following issues arise:
a) STOL/VTOL has an obviously improved opportunity to attempt
to recover, its terminal operation costs when operating as
the anchor land use entity of a downtpwn transportation
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center, due to the "shopper effect" of many opportune land
uses and mode change opportunities being brought together
at one contiguous site. ,
b) Again, due to fare and modal split conclusions, subsidy was
found to be necessary. Who will subsidize STOL downtown?,
the city, the downtown business core? As noted in the e-
quations, no profit was figured in the STOL port operations.
f
Thus, assuming the airport operates'as a public entity, and
offers a "magnet" to downtown use, this question of if and
who will subsidize downtown STOL/VTOL is a crucial one.
2) Peripheral Development Case
The peripheral development case centers around a different
focus than the above downtown complex. The issue is one of typi-
cal zoning, environmental and amenity analysis which comes forth
in any major .investment in the urban periphery.
a) A significant perspective of risk hedging on the part of the
private developer and financier emerges, and can be treated
quite well through the Bayesian Statistical Decision Theory >....
Approach.
b) The critical part of such a Bayesian analysis is the develop-
ment and sensitivity analysis of the levels of uncertainty
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associated with the project's acceptance, integrated with
cash flow analysis which is of importance to the private/
public works sector.
c) The key to implementation in the periphery is to offer a
land use activity pattern which is Pareto Optimal to all
participants in the decision. Such an alternative, while
not dominantly optimal to any one party (such as would be
the light and heavy industrial park for the developer)
offers a compensation and inproved quality of life status
for all parties as compared to the system prior to imple- .
mentation.
3) Socio-Political Analysis
Closely related to the above, the socio-political analysis
yields information which should be helpful in formulating the in-
puts to the peripheral model, and the STOL/VTOL regional investment
analysis.
a) It is an attempt to position the analyst such that improved
predictability can occur as to which public works project
will be implementable, given actor group's responses to
the alternatives offered. '•?(.':?'>'•
b) The above is a very difficult problem, and has intonation
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of sociological, attitudinal and psychological research
most engineering decision-makers are unable to perform.
As such, we are looking for a system which yields a sim-
\
pie set of signals, preferably quantitative ones, for in-
terpretations of the potential ease of implementation of
a project.
c) In light of the above, the modified game theory approach
allows the analyst to develop a seemingly logical calcu-
lus of "relative support" for projects for each actor
group, which can be expressed quantitatively, thus allow-
ing it to mesh with other aspects of the decision analysis.
4) Regional Investment Analysis
A regional investment analysis of STOL/VTOL as a serious com-
petitor for the transportation market must be tied closely to de-
sired or resultant land use and spatial arrangements of growth of
the region. As such:
a) The analysis'.results in the previous chapter imply, that
STOL/VTOL has certain "shock" values-in developing more
viable regional land use states, particularly in moving the
system from declining or dormant land use-economic growth
interrelationships.
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b) Structuring the regional investment as a Markovian Decision
Problem is a viable way to approximate these investment and
growth state changes.
c) However, an assessment of transition and steady state
probabilities is difficult. None the less, an assessment
of these-will be made in any informal, ad hoc analysis.
Invoking a Markovian framework forces the analyst to de-
velop the information for the system's computation in an
exhaustive and current manner.
d) In the St. Louis case study, STOL/VTOL fares were used
for analysis with the value of time at $10.00 per hour.
The assumption of 50% operating subsidy coincident with
the percentage operating subsidy for surface transit of the
1974 Mass Transportation Act was invoked to attempt com-
parison on an equitable philosophical basis for commuting
activities. However, the issue of who pays, and the pro-
cedural sponsorship of such a subsidy, is an open one.
e) Regional surrogates for system value are extremely difficult
to obtain. In light of the need for simple, computationally
concise approaches which relate to gut issues of the region,
such as environment vs. growth and economic health, the
short cut value added and value matrices were used. However,
any other, more complex regional analysis approach could be1;''•>
substituted for the reward matrix formulation.
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Summary Conclusions - Need for Further Research
The following summary conclusions can be made, in light of the .. ",
above:
a) Analytic techniques can be provided which yield insight
into complex transportation evaluation and investment be-
havior. As stated in Chapter 1, and should be obvious,
no "clean modelling" processes exist. Rather, the analytic
structures must be built around the problem structure, re-
flecting its real world behavior as accurately as possible.
Any analytic structure is subject to data and probabilistic
input limitations. Throughout the analyses of the preceding
chapters, the analyst is presumed to posess reasonably
complete knowledge of his system's and/or agency's organiza-
tional procedures and related cost and performance data.
b) Emerging air technologies of vehicle and facility design,
such as STOL/VTOL, have greatly improved chances of public
and consumer acceptance if they are integrated into ongoing
land use - transportation system activities. Adequate eval-
uation approaches are required, from an engineering and
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planning point of view, to effect such implementation.
The preceding chapters, particularly the case study,
offer initial attempts at evaluation approaches which
comprehensively integrate the air technology with- the
land use and transportation system,
c) A great deal of focus centered around fare, value of
time, modal split preferences, and resulting subsidies,/'
apparently required. Major changes in life-style
yielding increased value of time, such that it over-
balances fare requirements documented herein, would
yield more substantive travel demand, and acheive o-
perations without the subsidy levels demonstrated.
Pertinent to this, St. Louis, due to its low Net Resi-
dential Density, and level of development, may not be
as appropriate a region to test this particular set of
evaluation models as East, West or South Gulf Coast Re-
gions , due to their well developed and highly intensive
travel demand subareas. This comment is balanced by
effects of air congestion likely to offset time advan-
tage of STOL/VTOL in these regions, and the fact that St.
Louis was chosen as a case study location due to the
study team's exhaustive knowledge of its transportation op-
tions , travel demand behavior, regional goals and en-
vironment issues, and development performance history.
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As such, the modelling inputs, performance, and con-
clusions are likely to be more accurate than if per-
formed by the above team in one of the above regions.
Most certainly, viable future research should include
calibration of these model structures for other metro-
politan locations possessing intense travel demand sub-
areas .
d) '- The subsidy issues raised in this study
directly interact with two extremes« At the technolo-
gical extreme, can operating costs be reduced to where
fares potentially drop to more competitive le-
vels? Interactively with this, should the goal structure
of the nation include subsidizing a newly operational
technology which may have substantive regional, recrea-
tional, downtown and peripheral development benefits if
linked appropriately and compatibly into the public works
sector? What of the inefficient operator in the above
subsidized environment? Should some operator performance
specification vs. subsidy availability be developed to
encourage technologically and operationally good use of
STOL/VTOL to obtain the above regional benefits without
incurring a great influx of inefficient operations? All
of these questions are obvious areas of further research,
and alternative policies and their quantitative impacts can
be tested in the above models.
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e) Theiabove models have validity in studying other air
transportation investments which have large regional-
multi-regional impacts. Appropriate analytic problems
for further research include use of the models in:
i) Analysis of a major regional air facility in-
vestment, such as a metropolitan airport lo-
cation and design problem.
ii) Analysis of a regional commuter program which
has a particular regional benefit focus, such
as recreational travel. An example of such is
the analysis of air commuter service associated
with lake recreational and tourist commuting
in the 5 state Ozarks Regional Commission Area,
and its current lake recreational promotion
program,
iii) Evaluation analysis efforts of state-wide Air
Transportation Planning, implemented at the State
DOT level, and integrated with FAA and DOT National
Needs and Capital Improvement Programs analyses
that are performed every 2 years,
iv) Development of a comprehensive methodological
approach to evaluation of appropriate aeronautical
manufacturing and airline industry expansion paths
over the coming decades, in light of American life
styles, energy and economic requirements, and
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Federal perspectives with respect to them. Such
a modelling approach could be used to develop
compatible long range strategies;,tand short
range adjustment programs across the aircraft ,
industry, the operator's activity and the govern-
ment scientific, policy and regulatory sectors,
thus yielding maximum benefit for the nation's
air transport resources and users.
In ultimate conclusion, the research has raised some major
philosophical, procedural,and analytic issues for further research,
and demonstrated how analytic techniques can be used in justifica-
tion and defense of technological investment strategy, and as tools
for information gathering and isolation or synthesis of critical
technical and non-technical concerns of relevance to the analyst in
developing policy programs which are defensible and justifiably
implementable.
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APPENDIX A
INPUTS FOR R6D EVALUATION
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NOTATIONS
E - the experiment number
Z - the outcome number
A - the action number
S - the state number
P(Z E,S) - the conditional probability of outcome
z occurring, given that experiment E
is performed and state S is the true
state of the system
U - the utility of the combination of E,Z,A and S.
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APPENDIX B '
MATHEMATICAL PROPERTIES OF BAYESLAN DECISION THEORY
The purpose of this chapter is to formally present the properties
of Bayesian Decision Theory as an evaluation tool.
The basic structure of a Bayesian Decision problem is imposed through
the following:
1.) 9. e 8, a series of possible conditions of the system under
study, defined as "states of the world" that could occur.
2.) e, e E, a group of experiments, of which one or several
could be run, in order to yield more information about
the true state of the world 0 , above.
3.) z. e Z, all possible outcomes associated with an
experiment.
4.) a e A, a set of alternatives, one or more of which may
•*
be chosen in a decision situation.
5.) U(e, z, a, 9), a utility,which is a scalar measure repre-
senting the relative value to the decision-maker of a
particular combination of an experiment, an outcome,
choosing a particular alternative and having a particular
state of the world obtain. ''"'"
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In essence, the evaluation scheme may be looked upon as a game, '•:'*'$-'
played over a decision tree, as shown in Figure 4?, with the
components:
1.) Decision to perform particular experiment.
2.) Experiment, prediction, outcome.
3.) Decision to choose a particular alternative.
4.) Realized utility, a random variable due to 6.
Note a decision is made to employ a particular experiment e, , which
results in an outcome z that is a random variable. On the basis of the
added knowledge about the state of the world and an original assessment, an
alternative a is chosen, and is executed in the face of 0., the resulting
* . 3L .
state of the world, which is also a random variable. The above random
outcomes and deterministic choices result in a utility accruing to the
decision-maker. .
A. Stochastic Inputs in Bayesian Decision Theory
The following information on stochastic aspects of the problem is
used in the evaluation:
1.) P'CQj) = The prior, or marginal measure on the probability
of a state of the world i. This measure is assessed on the basis of a
subjective knowledge, or "feel" for the problem, and is prior to the
experimentation phase.
2.) p(z.» l6!,*^ ) - The conditional probability of an outcome j
from experiment e, , given the true state of the world is i. This is also
assessed prior to undertaking the experimentation.
3.) The joint probability, PCO^zje), which - P1^) * P(zj lek'6i^»
and is the probability of occurrence of a particular combination of
4f-tr - v^°S, ' .
z. with experiment e. .
' J ./ , K
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A.) P(z.Jek) = £ P(9i,z jek), which is the marginal probability
of an outcome z using experiment e, , over all states of the world.
5.) P"(6.|z.,e.) = The revised or posterior probability of state
of the world i, after obtaining outcome z from experiment e, . This
J *
is obtained through the use of Bayes1 Rule, where P"(6j
B. Information Required for Beginning Computation
Three basic methods exist for fulfilling appropriate computations;
based on the possible stochastic information, they are:
1.) Joint measures on 9 x Z are given, and the marginals and
conditional for 8 and Z are computed from it, resulting in information
to subsequently compute the posterior probabilities,,
2.) Marginal, or prior measures for all 8 are given, and a conditional
on Z for every 0, in 9 is likewise given. The joint measures, marginals
on Z, and posteriors on 6 are computed.
3.) Marginals on Z are given, and posterior probabilities on 9
are given. The joints are subsequently computed, and ultimately the
priors on 8 and conditionals on Z.
C. Alternative Evaluation Schemes . •
Two alternative types of evaluation may be developed in Bayesian
Decision Theory, termed the extensive form, and the normal form. These ^
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will be described separately, and subsequently discussed. Description
will make use of the decision tree in Figure ^Q.1*2*
o
1. Extensive Form *P •
Referring to the decision tree in Figure 50, the following steps
are taken.
1.) The expected utility given the selection of any alternative a.
(presuming a particular experiment, and outcome precedes selection of
this alternative is): •
in Figure 36, referring to point D, for (e^ z^ ap, U*(e.,z ,a^ ) »
94(.891) + 7(.109) =85.
2.) The optimal alternative for each experimental outcome is then
selected: .
U*(ek,Zj) = Max (U*(ek,z..,aje))..
a
There is one such value for each z edge of the decision tree, and is
recorded" at point C in Figure 36. :
3.) The expected value of each experiment is now computed and
placed at point B on the tree.
H^oward Raiffa, and Robert Schlaifer, op. cit., pp. 1-22, H^;
', ':'.' , -•' •' ' ' \fe'"'
'
 V
" •'..'" -'''.. / - ' '.j!?:':
Tiorris H. DeGroot, op, cit., pp. 69-155.
E. K. Mprlok, and H. Haack, "Discussion Topic 1, Statistical
Decision Theory," class notes from pOl-Transportation Systems, Evaluation,
Winter, 1969.
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U*(ek) - 2 (U*(ek,z.j)) . P(Zj
4.) The optimal experiment is thus D* «» max U*(e, ), the maximum
expected value corresponds to point A in the tree.
2. Normal Form Analysis
To make use of the normal form of analysis, we introduce the con-
cept of a decision rule, which associates an optimal alternative a with each
possible outcome z. In the normal form, every decision rule for experi-
ment e. is considered, and the optimum rule is selected. Each experi-
ment is then evaluated, and the best e is selected„ . ..
As an example of decision rules, returning to Figure 50;
1.) The optimal decision rule d for experiment e^is;
2.) Non-optimal decision rules for experiment e. are-
d!2 wliere dl2^zl^ = a2 and d!2^ Z2^  ** al
d,_ where d,_(zn) » a.
d., where d-, (z.,) =• a- and d., (z^ ) m &~
'' V ' ' ~
A formalized procedure for finding an optimum e and d(z ) is as./,.;-"-,
follows:
' • - •. - 259 -- • ,
' " . ' . " • . . " ' * * " *
1.) Assume that e and d are given and that we hold 6 fixed.
2.) Take the expectation of U(e,z,d(2),8) .with^ rejspecltr.-to*the ;;
conditional measure P / «. ,
..ift* . z/e,o . .^. i.-.. .••
",.*' 3.) The result is
Call this the conditional utility of (e,d) for the given state 9.
4.) Now expect over 0 with respect to the unconditional measure,
p' to obtain:
"
Call this the unconditional utility of (e,d).
5.) Next, given any particular experiment e, choose the decision
rule d whose expected utility is greatest; the utility of any experiment
being:
6.) Compute the utility of every experiment e in E. Then choose
. • ' • - • > . " °
the experiment with the greatest utility. '•},>•' \-r"
QU(e,z,d(z) ,9) .
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3. Discussion of Normal and Extensive Forms
 :'-
A cosnparlsoa of the two forms yields some interesting information.
."."•v-
Of primary importance is that the extensive and normal form both
identical answers as to choice of experiment and actionv*'.Ultima.6e1^ V; -:
both require the same information, however, the normal form allows one
to put off subjective analysis of P'(9.) until the end of the evaluation,
and at the outset, makes use of P(z.le, ,9.)» which is a measure that can
. j K 1
frequently be assigned from past experience. Alternatively, where it
appears best to introduce subjective judgment early in the process, the
extensive form can be used. .
D. Sequential Sampling
A final characteristic of Bayesian Decision Theory is its ability
to allow further information about the problem to be generated, if deemed
valuable, prior to action. Such a concept is termed sequential sampling,
or sequential experimentation. Its features bear some resemblance to.
the optimal path problem in network analysis.
As stated before, the analyst has the option of performing one of
several experiments, and these experiments can be replicated at any sub-
sequent stage in the process. The assumption is made that each experiment
has the same fixed monetary or opportunity cost, which equals C. Further,
N stages exist at the end of which an alternative a must be selected. At
any stage the decision-maker has the option of experimenting further, or
to use the alternative specified by the decision rule corresponding to the
present experimental outcome. This process may be conceptualized as
Morris H. DeGroot, op. cit.. pp. 267-287 and pp. 429-433;. **
'' "'''• *"'' •' '•AV&,??-~r- '- ' '•
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in Figure. 51, which shows a network of possible choices thrbughotit1- the:;•''-i';'':.;j
N stages. , , ^ ,
The theorem underlying the selection of the optimal process-over
N stages is as follows: For j = 1,...,N - 1, suppose experiment
Ej^ = e,...,E. = e have been run. If U* ^  t ^+1) " cl> the additional
optimal experiment shall be run at stage j + .1. If the inequalities
are reversed, the action prescribed at j should be taken. Ut+i ia
computed using the revised probabilities from j as prior probabilities
in j + 1. At stage N, the action presdribed must be taken,
•• ' , » • • • ' " .
Looking at Figure 51, one sees that the optimal experiment is
selected at stage 1, and by use of the above rule, the optimal choice
of action or further experimentation is traced through each succeeding
stage, with the network terminating in the action node, at the latest,
by stage N.
Paraphrased in part from DeGroot, op. cit., p. 280.
,.,. , .- •-v>»i'^2'^-•«' y.
/
~'^ \--^ .-^ y^ .'KKf::
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BACKWARDS INDUCTION IN SEQUENTIAL SAMPLING
N - 4
N
experiment 1
experiment 2
experiment 3
Action
e = 3
2 N = 4
Figure 51
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APPEND IX C-l
MARKOV I AN DECISION THEORY
A.1- Expected Reward of a Policy
The expected reward v- (n) from a set of staged decisions (policy), given
a starting point (i) is defined by the recurrence relationship
N
v.(n) » IPij(rij + v j(n-D) 1 - 1 , 2 , ..N, n = 1 , 2, ...
By defining qj, the expected reward from the next stage transition, given the
starting state i
N
qj - r P i j r j j i = 1, 2, ... N
the recurrence relationship can be written in the form
N
(n) « q} + £ ' 4> j jV:(n-1)
J-l
i = 1, 2, ... N, n » 1, 2, ...
As an example, suppose our problem contained two states, with matrices
9 3
3 -7_
P =
.5 .5"
_.k .6_
Then, after computing
the recurrence relationship can be used to
construct the values in the following table:
TOTAL EXPECTED REWARD AS A FUNCTION OF STATE
AND NUMBER OF STAGES REMAINING
n =
V] (n)
v'jjidi)
o
0
1 *$'"'
1
6
"
:
"-3 '
2
7.5
-2.4
3
8.55
- l .M»
k ,,
9.555
-O.W
: ' - . . 5,..^
10.5555
' °'5%>&
, /?*;*£*,*• V •'
- &.-<~'i2?-•%.- '•• r.kJ*-*•>•••> {
• ' ..?/ :.^ ._.
B. Gain of an Erqodic Process
The gain (g) of an ergodic process can be found from
- l-"i<*\
where q; is the expected immediate return in state i and TT. is the steady
state probability of state i. The gain can be vi'sual ized as the return per
transition of the process.
C. The Policy Iteration Method
Expected total return is defined as
N
v.(n) - q. + I PjjV.(n-l) ? - 1, 2, .. N n - 1, 2, ...
j = l
As n increases, v.(n) asymptotically approaches the line
v. (n) = ng + v. ~
for the ergodic process (where g is the gain and v. is the axis intercept).
If the system is run for a large number of stages one can use
N .
£ PJ. = 1 to develop the relationship
j=l J ;
N
g + v. = q. + £•;. .p.jV. i = 1, 2....N
j=1 '-> J
which is a set of N simultaneous linear equations with N + 1 unknowns
(N v.'s and one g). Setting VN = 0 allows solution of the system for .g, the
expected (relative) gain of a policy. By comparing gains for the set of p#SjSj
policies, the optimal policy can be determined. ,§!!
•'*•' If an optimal policy exists up to stage n, the best alternative in'"tnfcith
state at stage n+1 can be found by maximizing the function
* •», , „
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over all alternatives (k) In the ith state. Using the results obtained in the
last" section for large n, substitute
v. (n) ng + v.
and obtain the test quantity
p.. VT with respect to the alter-
natives in the ith state. In summary: for each state i, find the alternative
k that maximizes the test quantity using the relative values determined under
the old policy. The alternative k now becomes d-, the decision in the ith state.
A new policy has been determined when this procedure has been performed for
every state. The iteration cycle is as follows:
VALUE-DETERMINATION OPERATION
Use PJ j and qj. for a given pol icy to solve
N
g + V qj+ I PjjV.
J J
1 = 1 , 2 , . N
for all relative values v. and g (by setting VN = 0).
POL I CY IMPROVEMENT
For each state i, find the alternative k* that maximizes,
. N -.
t
using the relative values v(- of the previous policy. Then k* becomes the new
decision in the ith state, q.k* becomes q.f and Pjjk* becomes p...
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The process can begin in either of the boxes. If value determination is
selected as the starting point, an initial policy must be selected. If policy
improvement is to start, then a starting set of values is necessary. If
nothing else is a_j?rjor i^ better, it is convenient to start in policy improvement
with all V; = 0. The optimal policy is reached v;hen two successive iterations
are identical in policy chosen. In our examples above, we are given the
following data:
Transition Expected
State Alternative Probabilities Rewards Immediate Return
v
1
2
k
1
2
1
2
'nk ]
.5
.8
.it
.7
Pi2k
.5
.2
.6
.3
mk
9
A
3
1
r k
 2
3
A
-7
-19
<,k
6
A
-3
; -5
Step 1: Set v, = v- = 0 and enter policy improvement routine
Step 2: It chooses maximum immediate returns, giving
Tl
d = P »
1J
75 .51 '6"
j3j
Step 3s Entering the value determination routine:
g + Vj = 6 + ,5vj + .5v£ and
g + V£ B -3 + .^vj + ,6v£ By setting V£ = 0 we solve and obtain
g = 1 Vj «= 10 v2 = 0.
Step A Applying the policy improvement routine:
State
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Alternative Test Quantity
Step 5: Repeating the process
i
1
2
k
yields
d =
2"
2
1
2
1
2
q, k + Iprkv-j
 = , U J
6 + .5(10) + .5(0) =
A + .8(10) + .2(0) =
-3 + .4(10) + .6(0) =
-5 + .7(10) + .3(0) =
PS .2]
p = q =
L7 .3j
11
12*
1
2*
•4-
_-5_
g + v2 = -5 +
yielding V2 = 0 g = 2 vj = 10.
Step 6: As one can see, the computations w i l l be identical, and w i l l yield
the same results. Then we have reached two successive identical policies,
implying that this is the optimal policy:
f2"
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C-2 Computation of 7T- and Q.
' k = # of
Alternatives
Yes
- 269 -
k = # of"
Alternatives
Yes
Compute
Q(D =f k4- ., r . .3=1 i]
No
No
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, . . SrVS " • , - - ' , • " • ' • • ' . ' - '
Compute
TT.k
 Q(i)k
\i
. •No
•-*,•-.'•
' £."&:•,':••'
*- * vV'' '
Output
/-.A p^b" , b
STOP
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APPENDIX D
DIRECT OPERATING COSTS INPUTS - RURAL COMMUTER AIRLINES
1. Crew pay: pilots required per flight
a. Commuter region 2 men $10.00 per hour
b. Remote region 1 man $10.00 per hour
2. Aircraft purchase
a. Commuter region - three, ten passenger aircraft
Capital Cost $1,410,000
. Spares $350,000
Introduction Cost $100,000
$1,860,000
b. Remote region - seven, four passenger aircraft
Capital Cost $560,000
Spares $140,000
Introduction Cost $50,000
$750,000
3. Insurance: 2% per year of initial plane price
4. Fuel Costs - $.20/gal.
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a. Commuter region - typical aircraft Beechcraft 18
Fuel Consumption Rate 50 ga./hr. ,. , .
Cruise Speed 225 mph //.._•
b. Remote region - typical aircraft Cherokee 6
Fuel Consumption Rate 16 gal./hr.
Cruise Speed 170 mph
5. Maintenance Cost = 30% (annual plane cost)
Maintenance plus labor cost = 1.8 (maintenance cost)
APPENDIX E
EXAMPLE OF TRIP TOTALS AND HOURLY DISTRIBUTION OF
A TYPICAL CITY IN THE MIDWEST STUDY REGION
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APPENDIX F
BUS AND RAIL FARE STRUCTURE
FOR CITIES IN THE MIDWEST STUDY REGION
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FARE IN DOLLARS PER MILE
District
0-100
100-200
200-
Rail
.054
.057
.058
Bus
.055
.055
.057
APPENDIX G
PERIPHERAL DEVELOPMENT COMPUTATIONAL INPUTS
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